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ABSTRACT 

Gabronino, S.M. & Sereneo, B.A.C. (2019). Gendered Frames in Facebook News 

Headlines About Filipino Women Politicians. Unpublished Undergraduate Thesis, 

University of the Philippines Diliman College of Mass Communication.  

         Given the mediatized nature of modern-day politics, Filipino audiences have been 

migrating to the digital sphere of Facebook for news about politicians. Previous studies 

have already warned that women in politics are considered to be outsiders of the public 

sphere. Thus, there remains a need to investigate how Filipino women are covered by the 

press under the country’s current misogynist socio-political landscape. 

This study employed the Reception and Framing theory and placed emphasis on 

the existence of echo chambers in Facebook. Third World and Socialist Feminism were 

then used to synthesize the operational framework. This study investigated the news posts 

in the National news section as shared by Rappler, Inquirer, and Manila Bulletin to their 

Facebook pages. From 64,731 news articles that were collected through web scraping, a 

sample of 400 were randomly selected and analyzed through content analysis. Aside from 

using textual analysis to uncover emergent frames, Corpus Linguistics analysis was also 

used in documenting the lexical units which were used by the press in their coverage. A 

total of 15,355 words were collected. Congruent with previous literature, the findings 

revealed that Filipino women politicians were given limited coverage. The women were 

typically framed in paradoxical characteristics as harridans and mothers. Furthermore, 

they were placed in story-like narratives by the press with varying frames and valence. 

However, the findings also suggested acts of resistance.  Women politicians manifested 

norm-breaking identities, and the journalists did not adhere to homogeneous coverage. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 

A. Background and Introduction 

 According to the 2018 Global Gender Gap Report of the World Economic Forum, 

the Philippines is the most gender-equal country in Asia, having closed its gender gap by 

80%. Globally, the country also went up to 8th place. However, while the gaps in the 

areas for gender development such as Education and Health are almost nil, progress is 

still needed in the domain of Politics because of the lack of Filipino women politicians.  

Although their number has considerably increased over the years and is relatively higher 

compared to those of other countries, the realm of politics in the country continues to be 

dominated by men.  To this note, following the recommendation of communication 

scholars, the coverage of female Filipino politicians by the press must be investigated in 

order to grasp their underrepresentation.    

In the contemporary age of the New Media, the domain of Philippine politics is 

realized in a “highly mediatized” (O’Neill, Savigny, & Cann, 2015, p. 295) manner. 

Sparked by the rapid evolution of Information and Communication Technologies, news 

institutions in the Philippines have migrated to the digital sphere, such as the social 

media, to capitalize on the exponentially growing number of Filipinos present in such 

space. These Filipino media users are driven by their desire and need to consume, 

produce, and share real-time information regarding political figures and the events to 

which they are involved with.  As a result, more than 74 million Filipino prosumers have 

congregated in Facebook, making it the most widely consumed social media platform in 

the country (Tantuco, 2018). In turn, Rappler, Inquirer, and Manila Bulletin - three of the 

most widely-consumed online news outlets - have secured a footing in the latter platform, 
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cognizant of opportunities to maintain competitiveness and relevance in a corporate and 

cultural sense, and to satisfy their supposed roles of being couriers-broadcasters of crucial 

information pertaining to politics. 

However, the very development of the interplay between the social media and 

political communication in the country also raises the need to investigate the gendered 

coverage of Filipino women politicians. Prejudiced to be outsiders of the political 

domain, these politicians are under the mercy of the coverage of corporate news 

institutions that are located in a third-world patriarchal society, and whose gender 

ideologies are reformed and reconstituted by colonialism and capitalism. Western 

scholars in the paradigms of politics, media, and gender have already warned of the role 

of the news media in cementing sexist stereotypes through their coverage of women 

politicians.  Consequently, whether such phenomenon stands in the context and dynamics 

of Philippine politics and media is one of the gaps this study aims to fill. After all, for 

Filipino women politicians to be covered by the online news media, and to be covered 

positively, are crucial to their public success. O’Neill and colleagues (2015) argue that 

lack of coverage in such setting is paramount to a “political death” (p. 298) given that 

political existence is dependent on appearing in the media (Woodhall, in Braden, 1996). 

Media coverage is also crucial in the sense that it would allow Filipino politicians to 

forward their platforms and communicate with the voting public, and to possibly garner 

more votes and support in the form of participation and monetary contribution (Carroll, 

1994; Kahn, 1992; Kahn and Goldberg, 1991; Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011). 

Furthermore, the need to explore how they are covered by the digital press is 

further intensified by the dynamics of news production and dissemination in Facebook. 
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With algorithms as their fuel, online news in the platform tend to be more polarized 

through the amplification of “echo chambers“ (Spohr, 2017). In other words, the news 

pertaining to politics that a Filipino Facebook user encounters is catered to his/her 

preferences and points of view (Jacobson, Myung, Johnson, 2016). The more 

“personalized” way of consuming political information in the news feeds of the avant-

garde social media takes into account the affinities, interests, and behavior of its 

audience. As such, different versions of the same news coverage of Filipino women 

politicians are being produced and subsequently consumed by the Filipino audiences. The 

danger, therefore, of cementing hegemonic and socially-reinforced gender ideologies 

regarding Filipino women vis-a-vis politics escalates exponentially, given that Filipino 

Facebook users encounter daily a flood of news content that appears to only validate their 

political and gender views. 

Further compounding the aforementioned issue, the consumption of online news 

by Filipino netizens in Facebook are often delimited by the semantics present in news 

headlines that tends to be “clickbait” in order to generate profit on the side of the 

corporate press (Chakraborty, Paranjape, Kakarla, & Ganguly, 2016). Agabin (2013) 

claims that only 2 out of 10 Filipinos read the content of articles, while the remaining 

number already stop at the headlines. Borrowing the words of Blom and Hansen (2015), 

this proves to be an instrumental problem given that the news articles shared by Rappler,  

a formal news and media entity, looks just like those that are produced by Angat Pilipino, 

a supposed “information portal” but is included in the list of websites that manufacture 

fake news. Moreover, these headlines are employing framing effects in conjunction with 

the other elements present in the news posts, such as the subheadline, the caption of the 
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Facebook post, and the image used. These arguments must be given emphasis as the 

aforementioned elements present in the news posts shared on Facebook may be 

inconspicuous tools that greatly contribute to the trivial and gendered framing and 

coverage of Filipino women in politics, and the negative reception of the audiences 

towards them. 

 

B. Research Problem and Objectives 

Exploring the dynamics present in the third world context from a feminist and 

media-inclusive perspective, this study seeks to deconstruct and examine how the 

Philippine online news media outlets cover women politicians through their headlines. 

RQ: How are women politicians being represented and received through headlines 

seen on algorithm-fueled Facebook? 

1. To examine the relative visibility of female politicians vis-à-vis male 

politicians in terms of news media coverage 

2. To explore the emerging themes of how women politicians are framed in 

online news headlines 

3. To determine the dominant frames used by online news media in headlines 

and images involving female politicians 

4. To analyze the relationships between: 

a. Gender of author and frames 

b. Gender of author and valence 

5. To describe the media representation of women as consumed by audiences in 

their algorithmically different newsfeed.  
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6. To deconstruct the political power of women through the interplay of media 

and representation 

 

C. Significance of the Study 

This thesis was written with the hopes of helping and contributing to the 

following sectors or institutions of society. 

 

1. Journalism and News Institutions 

The institutions of Journalism place a huge premium on objectivity and unbiased 

reporting; however, the press still adhere to sensationalism in several instances. 

Academic literature, dominantly Western, noted the failure of different news media in 

upholding their mantle of being the forerunners of democracy by manifesting bias in 

terms of the frames (Garcia-Blanco & Wahl-Jorgensen, 2012; O’Neill et al, 2015), and 

themes used (Ross, 2002; Van Zoonen, 2006; Baird, 2009;  Ross & Comrie, 2011; 

Harmer & Wring, 2013; Higgins & Smith, 2013) when covering women in politics. In the 

enterprise of online news, the headlines - often laden with gender stereotypes - are 

sensationalized. 

Hence, investigating the objectivity of the press is necessary and timely as the 

media plays an instrumental role in the engagement of women vis-à-vis politics. As 

discussed, the bias against women perpetuated by journalistic institutions has greatly 

discouraged the manifestation of political engagement on their side (O’Neill et al, 2015) 

– hence, the patriarchal tendencies of the representatives of the state (Engels, 2010) 
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overshadow the few voices of women politicians. After all, gender-equal reporting would 

greatly benefit society (Verba, Burns, & Scholzman, 1997; Atkeson, 2003).  

 

2. Organizations for Filipino Women 

Furthermore, the study is of great relevance to national organizations concerning 

women and their rights. Overall, the objectives of the study are similar to those of the 

aforementioned organizations.  The National Commission On The Role of Filipino 

Women (NCRFW) not only monitors the “social, economic, political, and cultural life” of 

women, but also “advises the President, Cabinet, and Congress in regard to policies, 

programs, and laws affecting women” (“Philippines Women’s Organisations”, 2003, p. 

16). Similarly, GABRIELA concerns itself with abolishing societal and political factors 

that hinder Filipino women from liberation. National institutions-organizations that 

likewise forward gender empowerment through the advancement of the academe such as 

the Center for Women’s Resources, Institute of Women’s Studies, and the Development 

Institute For Women In Asia-Pacific also profits, as this study aims to locate the power 

and struggle of Filipino women through politics, with the media as a catalyst. 

 

3. Media and Gender Scholars 

Moreover, the mass of Feminist literature that have problematized the news media 

vis-a-vis non-male politicians are generally of the Western context. Given the notion that 

the intensification of news consumption online is relatively a recent phenomenon in the 

paradigm of journalism (Yi-Fan, Xenos, Rose, Wiz, Scheufele, & Brossard, 2018), the 

aforementioned literature has generally inspected the gendered aspect of traditional news 
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outlets such as television and print. With vast differences in terms of how online and 

traditional news are produced in the newsroom (Bruns, 2017) and consumed in the virtual 

arena (Yi-Fan et al, 2018), this study is significant to gender and media scholars by 

elaborating on the understudied online news media, and how they relate to bias. In order 

to provide a more holistic view of the media-bound reality of Filipino women, this study 

further finds its significance in situating the theoretical and practical interplays between 

Third World Feminism in the Philippine society and online news media as bounded by 

the enterprise of research.  

 

D. Rationale 

 Feminist scholars have exclaimed how the majority of the elements present in the 

contemporary society reinforces the dominant, patriarchal stereotypes regarding gender 

and labour (and consequently, politics). The brilliance of Filipino Feminist scholar 

Eleanor Dionisio, in her work More Alike Than Different: Women, Men, and Gender as 

Social Constructs (1988), argues that the Philippine media is one of the key agents of 

socialization that forward and retain dogmas that oppress Filipino women. Finding 

congruence with the latter argument, Elizabeth Eviota (1978) affirms that mainstream 

media institutions reinforce problematic gendered thinking. Analyzing the gendered 

aspect of the Philippine media would therefore prove to be a necessary step in forwarding 

gender equality in the Philippine society.  

 Afterall, the Philippine media, through how it represents and reduces female 

subjects, has proved to be an obstacle in allowing Filipino women to break free from the 

“production-reproduction” (Dionisio, 1988) or the “public-private” (Eviota, 1978) sense-
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making. The latter prevents Filipino women from engaging in Politics.  Using the 

momentum echoing from the recent developments in terms of gender equality and the 

future electoral politics in the country, this study would be as crucial as it is timely to the 

development and improvement of democratic processes. While O’Neill and others (2015) 

have remarked that, “It is only with the requisite knowledge of how female politicians are 

represented that we can look for models of fair and equal representation, as well as 

calling for change” (p. 504). 



 

CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A. The Politics of Gender & Women in Politics 

Past feminist research raised a concern in homogenizing gender issues as if there 

is one common concern over the world, and such that all females are “sisters in struggle” 

(Waylen, 1996; Rai, 1996; Mohanty 2003). It is important to acknowledge that First 

world feminism is very different from Third World Feminism, and that the assumptions 

and the struggles of the two must not be conflated (Mohanty et al, 1991; Narayan, 2013). 

Feminism in the Third World is mainly attached to issues of class, color, race, (Waylen, 

1996) and post-colonialism (Rai, 1996). Nevertheless, the complex interconnections of 

first and Third World economies profoundly affect the lives of women in all countries. 

Thus, feminist scholarship in Third World contexts must be considered in the lens of 

global hegemony in a general sense, as well as the global hegemony in Western 

scholarship (Mohanty, 2003). 

To properly represent difference, plurality, and multiplicity, interest in the notion 

of “identity” has emerged (Butler & Scott, 2013). “Identity” is seen as a complex 

interrelation and combination of various elements of concern, such as class, race, and 

gender.  With the plurality of identities, diversity in women is acknowledged, thus 

conceiving the notion that it can be impossible that all women are oppressed by society in 

the same way. 

Furthermore, the struggle of gender is political in a sense that there is a socially 

constructed border between the private and the public space (Waylen, 1996; Mohanty 

2003; Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988) that hinders women from fully participating in the 

political sphere of society. The domestic sphere is that of beyond the intervention and 
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scope of investigation by the state and others, while the public sphere meant the arena 

where every citizen is involved in the political world (Eviota, 1988). The concern of 

gender study relations was the disparity between the public arena and the domestic life, 

where women were “subsumed within the household relegated by men” (Waylen, 1996, 

p. 8).  Indeed, everything can be considered as political, but formal politics, or what 

people commonly regard as conventional politics or electoral politics, is what literature 

suggests further exploring (O’Neill et al, 2015). 

Moreover, although women have a higher propensity to vote, there is a tendency 

for them to participate less in formal politics. Literature (Stiehm, 1981; Waylen, 1996; 

Balili-Gener & Urbiztondo, 2002; Tapales, 2002) has explained that many women are 

only interested in participating passively in electoral politics and it is assumed by many 

that “politics is too dirty for women” (Roces, 2000). This notion is also deeply rooted 

from the stereotypes, myths, and images of power attached to women such as 

motherhood (Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988). Other barriers that hinder women in 

participating in formal politics include the lack of political will, small percentage of 

women in politics, pervasiveness of an all-men network, and the “winner takes all” type 

of electoral system (Balili-Gener & Urbiztondo, 2002). It is also argued that the media 

plays an important role in encouraging or discouraging women from running for a 

political position through the stereotypes and images of women in power (Carroll & 

Schreiber, 1997; Norris, 1997; Walsh, 2015; O’Neill et al, 2015). This will be discussed 

further in the latter parts of this chapter. 

When it comes to candidacy, more women are seen participating in local elections 

than national elections (Waylen, 1996; Balili-Gener & Urbiztondo, 2002; Tapales, 2002). 
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It is apparent that lack of women participation in higher levels of decision-making is 

contradicting to the diversity that nations must ideally achieve. Women participation in 

national politics, especially in legislation, is seen as a position to have power in 

formulating policies for the benefit of women as well (Tabak, 1981; Carroll & Schreiber, 

1997; Norris, 1997; Naz, 2002). However, Naz (2002) found that the increase in the 

number of women legislators from the 8th to the 11th Congress did not translate to an 

increase in more bills filed and approved that answer women concerns. This is in 

congruence with Waylen (1996) when he posited that only a small number of women are 

appointed to posts that aligned to the role that women often played in the private sphere. 

Such roles included matters that are typically related to health, education, welfare and 

women’s affairs. This also highlighted how the tasks of women outside the private sphere 

must always be in-line with their procreative functions as dictated and seemingly yet 

wrongfully justified by biological determinism (Eviota, 1988) or the “Uterus theory of 

female inferiority” (Reed, 1973, p. 11).  Although women politicians are oftentimes 

portrayed as “agents of change” because they are able to juggle family lives and careers 

(Carroll & Schreiber, 1997), this is because they are largely excluded from key areas such 

as defence, political affairs, and economics. 

While the number of women politicians in the country is increasing, their election 

can nonetheless be attributed to (1) elite status, (2) high levels of participation in the 

struggle for independence, and (3) links to male relatives with stories of martyrdom 

(Waylen, 1996; Roces, 2000; Tapales, 2002). To the latter note, women ran as “breakers” 

(Tapales, 2002, p. 54). These were individuals who run in between the terms of their 

fathers or husbands so their kin could run again to ensure political power remained in 
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their family. Aside from the latter, the martyrdom of their husbands was also a factor to 

their public appeal. Female politicians admitted that kinship tie is an important factor if 

one wants to enter politics (p. 56). 

Furthermore, the elected women politicians were either elite or at least in the 

middle-class. They were privileged to have economic resources, higher employability and 

levels of education, as well as confidence. Women in this privileged status were capable 

of being in politics because they had the resources to employ labourers that freed them 

from their domestic responsibilities (Waylen, 1996). Moreover, women who were elected 

after a struggle for independence are associated to the assumption that politics is too dirty 

for women. Even if it was used to deter women’s “overt participation” in politics, this 

also establishes a notion that women are untainted by dirty politics and are expected to be 

“moral guardians” (Roces, 2000, p. 162). In fact, a study on the background of women 

politicians in the 90s showed that almost all of them had track records of serving in 

charity work, civic and community work, education and social work prior to election to 

office (Aguilar, 1990) - thus highlighting the pervasiveness of the gender roles, the 

gender division of labour, and the horizontal integration of women vis-a-vis their career 

work (Eviota, 1978). 

Furthermore, the “mother” image of women in power is oftentimes conflicting 

with traditional kinship politics and modern values of nationalism. This is manifested in 

the sometimes incongruence of being a “good mother” which means protecting one’s 

family, and the endorsement of nepotism or family corruption (Roces, 2000). 

Even after elections, many challenges were being faced by women in politics as 

they are more subjected to scrutiny by how they look compared to male politicians 
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(Norris, 1997; Winfield, 1997; Roces, 2000; Ibroscheva & Stover, 2012). Sarnavka, 

Mihalec, and Sudar (2002) articulated that even when women achieved a certain level of 

success in formal politics, they are still not safe from insults and humiliation based upon 

their gender.  These arguments reflect the instrumental notions of De Beauvoir and 

Parshley (1953) as they articulated how the “woman” is always defined relative to the 

“man”, and how the former is “rightfully” afflicted to be the subordinate. It is no surprise, 

therefore, that women in politics conform to the “standards” set by men; however, this 

could serve as a disadvantage in terms of how they are perceived to be “unrelatable” by 

their fellow women who belong to the voting public (O’Neill et al, 2015). 

 

B. Mediatized Visibility of Politicians  

Western literature has found that women politicians generally receive less media 

coverage compared to their male counterparts across the years (Kahn & Goldenberg, 

1991; Kahn, 1994; Ross, Evans, Harrison, Shears, & Wadia, 2013; O’Neill et al, 2015). 

Gerbner (1978, in Gallagher, 2004) used the term “Symbolic Annihilation” to describe 

the absence of representation or underrepresentation of people in the media, often based 

on their race, sex, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status which maintains the social 

inequality. Misrepresentation and the absence of women in mass media distort coverage 

into demeaning stereotypes or trivializing portrayals (Tuchman, 1978). Aside from 

receiving less news coverage for their campaigns, the issues they forward (Kahn, 1994), 

and their positions on the said issues (Kahn & Goldenberg, 1991), women politicians 

were also portrayed negatively (Kahn, 1994; O’Neill et al, 2015). 
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While some studies have found that women politicians are not at a disadvantage 

when it comes to news coverage  – in some instances receiving more coverage (Bystrom, 

Robertson, & Banwart, 2001) and having unbiased portrayals (Atkeson & Krebs, 2008) -, 

the latter still fail to escape marginalization in the mediated space as they generally 

receive demeaning coverage (O’Neill et al, 2015). Bystrom and colleagues (2001) 

concluded that media coverage of politics and gender did not portray men as more 

capable compared to women in the context of their study, and had more coverage for 

women. However, the latter authors also found that “the presence of a woman on the 

ballot tends to enhance the salience of female or compassion issues, alter coverage of 

candidates’ personality traits, and increase overall coverage of nonpolicy family and 

appearance coverage” (p. 249). 

Moreover, having more media coverage does not translate to freedom from 

mediated oppression (O’Neill et al, 2015). Even though there were some instances where 

women politicians did not receive less coverage, their treatment by the media 

“concentrates more on their viability and less on their issue positions” (Kahn & 

Goldenberg, 1991, p. 180). Furthermore, they are reduced to “their role as mothers and 

their marital status, which can affect their ability to serve” (Bystrom et al, 2001, p. 2011). 

Indeed, the dominant narrative formed when asserting the interplay between 

media, politics, and gender, is that women politicians “are being seen and heard less 

frequently” (O’Neill et al, 2015, p. 303), aside from being reduced as mere others 

(Mohanty et al, 1991). Already burdened by their sex and gender in the political arena 

(Dionisio, 1988; Eviota, 1978), their visibility has become even less as the media “play 

an agenda-setting role by according candidates more, or less, attention and may have a 
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priming function by evaluating each candidate’s competence, support and ability to win 

the next election” (Trimble, 2007). In this sense, O’Neill and colleagues (2015) argued 

that women politicians are more vulnerable of a “political death” (p. 298) as the news 

media has refused to allow them to become known to the voting public, and as they are 

forced to compete with one another for visibility (Trimble, 2007). Hence, while some 

studies have concluded that the visibility of women politicians in the mediatized space 

have improved (Bystrom et al, 2011; Atkeson & Krebs, 2008), the dominant narrative has 

remained to be that “women do not only occupy limited space in the news media but are 

also marginalised in political news despite decades of advocacy for gender equality,” 

(Ette, 2017, p. 1). 

The lack of media coverage for women politicians has reflected oppressive gender 

ideologies present in society (Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988; Lazar, 2005). Through the 

diffusion of the binary spheres (Aguilar, 1989) and constructs such as biological 

determinism (Dionisio, 1988), “occupational institutions, political institutions, and power 

structures work against women” (Eviota, 1978, p. 152). The political sphere has become 

the domain of men “whose strength and rationality suited him for the rough and violent 

public world” (Baker, 1984, p. 620). To this note, Dionisio (1988) expounded that “their 

decisions are supposed to be based on reason, hence solid and unshakeable. All this 

makes them better equipped, in the eyes of society, to head… social and political 

organizations, communities, nations” (p. 10). Furthermore, Dionisio (1988) added that 

men are typically the ones who have the economic capabilities and the lack of submission 

to childrearing tasks. On the other hand, women – relegated to the household in a 

capitalist society (Engels, 2010; Eviota, 1978) and bound by their reproductive tasks as 
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mothers (Reed, 1975; Eagly & Wood, 2013) – “are not to be trusted with major decisions, 

since they operate not by reason but by intuition or worse, whim” (Dionisio, 1988, p. 10). 

Through socialization, women have also faced the fear of disapproval shall they enter 

politics as this is not inline with their gender stereotypes (Dionisio, 1988) or what has 

been socially deemed acceptable for their behavior (Eviota, 1978).  Such oppressive 

gender ideologies are then manifested by the likewise capitalist and patriarchal 

(Tolentino & Santos, 2014) news media (Lazar, 2005) – hence providing a theoretical 

explanation for the lack of visibility and media coverage of women politicians by 

different news outlets across nations (Dimitrova & Connolly-Ahern, 2007; Pak, 2016; 

Scheufele, 1999). 

 

C. Media Representation of Women Across the Globe 

Media images have become powerful in influencing the perceived position of 

individuals in a society through “reinforcing sex-role stereotypes throughout the society, 

shaping the aspirations of women and men, and influencing the attitudes of key 

gatekeepers alike” (Norris, 1997, p. 149). Gender images have constituted a symbolic 

framework for national and transnational spaces (O’Neill et al, 2015). The society has 

become bound by texts and ideologies propagated by the media. However, one cannot 

disregard the debate whether the mass media are reinforcers of the status quo or agents of 

change (Carroll & Schreiber, 1997; Yunjuan & Xiaoming, 2007; Walsh, 2015) 

         To this note, Gallagher (2004) argued that it is very important to problematize 

readings and interpretations. In fact, media research on gender have led to changes in the 

nature and content of reporting such as the reduction of sensationalist, simplistic, and 
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sexist coverage on women. This is also one of the reasons for the change in the way 

journalism has come to treat sexual harassment as a political issue, rather than how it was 

treated as a personal issue before. It is also reported by Rhode (1995) that the female 

images constructed by the media have changed over time due to both the feminist 

movement and the broader socio-economic changes. One of the improvements had 

included locating women as capable of having independent careers rather than only being 

in the domestic sphere. 

In researches about the gender-role messages in mass media, much attention has 

been given to the traditional media such as television (Dominick & Rauch, 1972; 

Ferrante, Haynes & Kingsley, 1988), newspaper and magazine content (Friedan, 1963; 

Franzwa, 1974; Holland, 1998), and even in advertising (Winship 1980; Whipple & 

Courtney 1980: Prieler & Centeno, 2013; Baldo-Cubelo, 2015). Many have found that 

women are usually portrayed as playing passive, submissive, and dependent roles. More 

than a mere product of media and representation and distortion, women images have been 

made from the social construction (Glasser, 1997). Therefore, examination of media 

images of women must be based on the “social, economic, political, and cultural 

conditions of a given country within a particular period of time” (Ceulemans & 

Fauconnier, 1979, as cited in Yunjuan & Xiaoming, 2007, p. 282). 

Through a content analysis of one of China’s women’s magazine, Yunjuan and 

Xiaoming (2007) revealed that the way women were represented in the magazine was 

largely influenced by the current socio-economic and political-ideological changes in 

China. The symbolic representation of Chinese women was primarily created through the 
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interaction of party ideology, editorial policy, readers’ taste, and the changing reality; and 

not merely a literal mirroring of “reality”. 

Similarly, Friedan (1963) examined the content of popular women’s magazines 

and argued that the articles, fiction, and advertising in women's magazines created an 

image of women who were happy and fulfilled in their roles as housewives and mothers. 

Franzwa (1974), on the other hand, studied fictions in US women’s magazines and found 

that women were generally portrayed as either singles looking for a husband, housewife-

mothers, spinsters, widowed, or divorced. More recently, Holland (1998) critiqued the 

Sun magazine for associating the smile in sexualizing women, and for depicting their role 

as limited to being a sexual object for men. 

In television advertisements, Dominick and Rauch (1972) contrasted men’s and 

women’s portrayal in US prime-time television commercials and concluded that women 

were generally represented in domestic roles as housewives/mothers. They were also 

most often seen as decoratives (sex objects), and not as professionals or working wives. 

The 1972 study was replicated by Ferrante and colleagues (1988), and revealed that 

women were shown more in outside settings. The authors concluded that the advertisers 

took into account the ever-changing audiences and context to appeal to more people. 

Consequently, the frames employed by news outlets in covering political events 

and personas have been argued to be significantly different (Chyi and McCombs, 2004; 

Houston et al, 2012; Dimitrova & Connolly-Ahern, 2007; Pak, 2016).  One of the 

premises behind such a conclusion, as affirmed by Pak (2016), can be traced to 

Scheufele’s (1999) “Framing as a theory of media effects”. Scheufele (1999) suggested 

that  factors that influence the affliction of media frames include “(a) the journalist level, 
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covering factors such as ideology, attitudes, and professional norms as manifested in the 

individual reporter; (b) the organizational level, covering the type or political orientation 

of the medium; and (c) the external level, such as political actors, authorities, or interest 

groups” (Pak, 2016, p. 7). 

 

D. Images of Female Power Women in the Philippines 

In the Philippine context, Prieler & Centeno (2013) conducted an analysis of 

Philippine television advertisements, and revealed that there is an inequality in 

representation. More men than women were shown in the workplace while more women 

than men were shown at home. Similarly, more men were generally shown fully clothed 

than women. Baldo-Cubelo (2015) on the other hand, examined the co-optation of the 

“New Woman” notion in product advertisements in Philippine television.  

These premises affirmed that women occupy far less prominent space than men in 

representation of political power around the world (Carroll & Schreiber, 1997; Norris, 

1997; Ross, 2002; O’Neill et al, 2016; Ette, 2017). 

Generally receiving negative (Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011), biased, and prejudiced 

(Falk, 2008) coverage, women, specially those in politics, do not escape the stereotypes 

from media representations and image portrayals. To this note, Wasburn and Wasburn 

(2011) elaborated that topics to which women politicians were typically covered in 

included “abortion, childcare, education and the environment” in contrast to normatively 

constructed men’s issue such as “the economy, national security and military affairs” (p. 

1028). This is in congruence with Norris (1997) and Ette (1997) who discussed that what 

women do in politics are seen as “breakthroughs”, making them outsiders or 
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unconventional leaders. Such arguments highlight how the expertise of political women 

have been confined and delimited to domestic social issues (Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011), 

and manifest how women have been enslaved to their procreative functions in the 

political economy of society as a result of the gender division of labor (Eviota, 1978; 

Reed, 1973).  

Research demonstrated that women in politics are oftentimes seen as mother 

figures or naturally nurturing beings (Ibroscheva & Stover, 2012; Roces, 2000; Winfield, 

1997; Adcock, 2010) as if she cannot be separated by her domestic role even in the public 

arena. Being able to enter politics mostly through male kin (Tapales, 2002; Waylen, 

1996), the images of female politicians as wives or daughters were also present. 

In examining press coverage of women in politics, it was revealed that women are 

put under scrutiny in terms of their fashion, personality, and family lives (Carroll & 

Schreiber, 1997; Norris, 1997; Winfield; 1997; Adcock, 2010; Ibroscheva & Stover, 

2012) rather than their political positions (Anderson, 1995; Braden, 1996; McChesney, 

1999; Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011). There were instances that female politicians are 

relegated into the style section (Carroll & Schrieber, 1997). Even relatively positive 

statements towards the physical appearance of women leaders can shift attention from 

what they actually have to say (Walsh, 2015). Similarly, while it may draw attention to 

the women politicians themselves, reducing them to mere objects have negatively 

affected how their competency can be perceived (Heflick & Goldenberg, 2009; Wasburn 

& Wasburn, 2011). Compared to men, women with serious political ambitions have had 

to subject themselves to “more critical self-scrutiny” (Walsh, 2015 p. 1029). This is 

referred to as the “tightrope of impression management” that women have to face in order 
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to reconcile the idea that they are both professionally competent and feminine (Holmes, 

2006, p. 35). 

The representation of female politicians, furthermore, has been found to be 

different when the variable of time is analyzed. Entman, James, and Pelicano (2009) have 

forwarded the notion that time, as a variable, is typically ignored in literature that employ 

and study framing. To this note, Entman (2010) argued that “gauging shifts and 

variations in framing over time” (p. 401) ought to be monitored as content bias can only 

be argued to be existent if its trends hold over time. Such is the case inasmuch as the 

mediatized representation of the same events vary across time due to public attention 

(Chyi and McCombs, 2004), similar events (Houston, Pfefferbaum, & Rosenholtz, 2012; 

Dimitrova & Connolly-Ahern, 2007), and other external factors (Pak, 2016; Peng, 2004). 

Literature in the paradigm of politics and framing suggested that differences exist in how 

news subjects and events are represented across time in terms of frame and/or tone (Chyi 

and McCombs, 2004; Houston et al, 2012; Dimitrova & Connolly-Ahern, 2007; Pak, 

2016). 

 

E. Gender Bias in News Production vis-a-vis Politicians  

The body of literature that have problematized “whether news coverage differs 

based on a journalist’s or politician’s gender” and “whether a journalist’s gender may act 

as an individual-level influence on campaign coverage” still requires further exploration 

and analysis (Meeks, 2013, p. 59). 

         However, studies that discussed gender vis-à-vis media coverage of women 

politicians found that the domain of political reporting is dominated by male journalists 
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(Ross, Evans, Harrison, Shears, & Wadia, 2013, citing Ayers and Lawson 2011; 

Chambers, Steiner, and Fleming 2004; Cochrane 2011; Rehkopf and Reinstadler 2011; 

Devitt, 2002; Cann & Mohr, 2001), providing further evidence as to how the news media 

has retained and perpetuated the capitalist patriarchal ideologies (Lazar, 2005) that 

pervade third world societies such as the Philippines (Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988). 

While “men are more likely to write about men than women were to write about women” 

(Ross et al, 2013, p. 13) and that “female journalists have been found to be more likely to 

write about women” (Meeks, 2013, p. 59), it has nonetheless been found that the men 

provide less media coverage to women politicians (Devitt, 2002). To this note, North 

(2016) suggested that hard news such as politics remains as the domain of the male 

journalists, while females “remain pigeon-holed in… traditionally female story areas” 

that are given less importance (p. 1), similar to how the areas in politics have operated in 

a gendered ideology (Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011; Carroll & Fox, 2006; Devitt, 1999; 

Heldman, 2009; Jamieson, 1995 Chambers, Steiner, & Fleming, 1998).   

Studies, dominantly empirical yet sparse in total, have shown that there exists bias 

in the coverage of male and female politicians when the gender of the journalist is 

manifested as a variable (Devitt, 2002; Meeks, 2013). Meeks (2013) found that personal 

frames – frames that fetishize a certain candidate, to borrow the words of O’Neill and 

colleagues (2015) - were used more frequently for women politicians by male journalists. 

Similarly, the former author alongside other scholars who have conducted similar studies 

in the same paradigm (Capella & Jamieson, 1997; Patterson, 2011) emphasized how such 

politicians were given less issue frames – frames that focus on the social issues and topics 

a candidate is involved with - compared to male candidates. For the purposes of this 
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study, the results of Meeks (2013) will be used as a proxy for analyzing data and creating 

statistical connections. Given their similarities, frames that portray women politicians as 

housewives or decoratives (Dominick & Rauch, 1972; Courtney & Lockeretz, 1971; 

Ibroscheva & Stover, 2012; Roces, 2000; Winfield, 1997; Adcock, 2010) who are 

contented in their state (Friedan, 1963), or as sexual objects (Holland, 1998), 

breakthroughs or outsiders (Norris, 1997; Ette, 1997), agents of change (Carrol & 

Schreiber, 1997), or fashion icons (Carroll & Schrieber, 1997 Norris, 1997; Winfield; 

1997; Adcock, 2010; Ibroscheva & Stover, 2012) will be reconciled categorized under 

Meeks’ (2013) personal frame. Frames that focus on the women politicians’ marital 

status (Franzwa, 1974) or as being dependents of their male kin (Tapales, 2002; Waylen, 

1996) will also be categorized under such frame category. 

Similar to the issue of framing and gender, Meeks (2013) also found that “[female 

journalists are] more likely to write about women and include mentions of women in 

more prominent portions of an article, such as the headline, than male journalists, and 

male journalists have been found to be more likely to do the same for men” (p. 59), 

providing further evidence to the role gender plays in media coverage. 

         Echoing the narratives of Eviota (1978) and Dionisio (1988), scholars argued that 

the culprit as to why the media coverage of politicians differ when the gender of the 

journalist becomes a variable is because gender stereotypes are always being manifested 

(Kittilson & Fridkin, 2008; Kahn, 1994; Kahn & Goldenberg, 1991). While Kittilson and 

Fridkin (2008) noted that practical considerations may play a factor – such as female 

candidates being inexperienced -, it should be nonetheless emphasized that “gender 

stereotypes are so pervasive, journalists are likely to adhere to the same stereotypes as the 
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general population” (p. 379). Similarly, Kahn (1994) posited that bias in media coverage 

will inevitably be a product “if journalists hold stereotypes about men and women” (p. 

170). Fountaine and McGregor (2002) labelled the process of journalists resorting to 

gender stereotypes as “lazy journalism” (p. 6). Biased reporting stemming from 

hegemonic gendered thinking in society is not be desirable (Lazar, 2005) because 

journalists “may consider male candidates more "legitimate" and may listen and report 

their rhetoric more faithfully” (Kahn, 1994, p. 167).  Furthermore, as the media reflects 

the male-dominated society (Tolentino & Santos, 2014), female journalists have 

assimilated the patriarchal dogmas they encounter in the news through socialization 

(Meeks, 2013), further satisfying Scheufele’s (1999) argument that the journalist level is 

one of the factors that affect news production. These factors may contribute to the further 

entrenchment of politics – both in its concrete and mediatized form – as a masculine 

domain (O’Neill et al, 2015). The latter arguments find congruence with Dionisio (1988), 

as she has posited that individuals of society are socialized into thinking-believing that 

male politicians are the ones who are fit to fulfill such responsibility and are consequently 

more deserving of attention.  Such problematic concepts are then perpetuated and 

manifested in the news media as an institution of society (Lazar, 2005). 

 

F. Online News and Personalization 

Amplified by the objective of maintaining cultural and competitive relevance 

(Hall 2001; Mitchelstein & Boczkowski, 2009), the symphony of the drastic 

advancement of information and communication technologies (Murphie & Potts, 2003) 

and the likewise evolution of the “global society” (McLuhan & Powers, 1992) towards 
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that which is a “network” (Castells, 1996) revolutionized Journalism. As such, changes 

occurred in the production and consumption of news (Hall, 2001). Hall (2001), in his 

work Online Journalism: A Critical Primer, reminded that inasmuch as news are a 

cultural and informational commodity, Journalism always adheres to the demands of the 

marketplace in order to profit. Hence, the digital diaspora (Everett, 2009; Leurs, 2015) of 

the contemporary audiences likewise sparked the migration of news and media entities to 

the online sphere (Mitchelstein & Boczkowski, 2009) in order to deliver information to 

the audiences, and create profit in the process (Hall, 2001). These highlight how the news 

media have adhered to profit more than service (Croteau & Hoynes, 2006; Entman, 2007; 

Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011).   

The differences between and among traditional and online news in terms of how 

they are produced, reproduced, and consumed have been acknowledged by media 

scholars (Chan, Sun, & Lim, 2001; Landert, 2014; Lavie, Sela, Oppenheim, Inbar, & 

Meyer, 2010; Liu, Dolan, & Pedersen, 2010; Tandoc & Thomas, 2015; Thurman & 

Schifferes, 2012). Lowering the cost of “producing, distributing, and discovering news 

articles” (Flaxman, Goel, & Rao, 2016, p.1), the digital media offer two-way 

communication channels that allow the audiences to comment and express feedback 

regarding the news products they consume (Hall, 2001; Liu et al, 2010; Napoli, 2011; 

Reader, 2015; Tandoc & Thomas, 2015), and a more dynamic set of choices that may 

cater to their interests (Chakraborty et al, 2016). Similarly, in contrast to traditional 

media, Chakraborty and colleagues (2016) noted that “online media sites do not have any 

subscription charges and their revenue mostly come from the advertisements on their web 

page” (p. 9). The consequent intensification of news dissemination has allowed the 
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audiences to expose themselves to different viewpoints, and has also inversely paved the 

way for the construction of  echo chambers and the personalization of content, marking a 

distinct difference between the new and traditional media (Bakshy, Messing, & Adamic, 

2015; DeVito, 2017; Lavie et al, 2010). Using algorithms, click behavior (Liu et al, 2010; 

Bakshy et al, 2015), topic ranking (Wang, Zhang, Ru, & Ma 2008), and personal network 

(Bruns, 2017; Schmidt, 2014), the information flow in Facebook hence has adhered to the 

characteristics of the individual (Chan et al, 2001; Thurman & Schifferes, 2012). 

Allowing the maximization of profit from a marketing perspective (Sääksjärvi, Wagner, 

& Santonen, 2003), personalization also has served as a mechanism that aids consumers 

to manipulate the flood of news online (Billsus & Pazzani, 1999, 2007; Lavie et al, 

2010).  

However, the personalization of content on Facebook and on the other 

manifestations of the digital media have also brought negative consequences through the 

interplay between echo chambers and filter bubbles; the former refers to how users are 

exposed to people who share their world view, while the latter alludes to how the content 

one encounters is based on the algorithms of her behavior (Bakshy et al, 2015; Haim, 

Graefe, & Brosius, 2017). Thus, group and individual polarization have been constructed 

and reinforced (Schmidt, 2014). This means that the consumption of news on Facebook 

merely has depended on the production of a individually-selected number of online 

journalism institutions (Schmidt, Zollo, Del Vicario, Bessi, Scala, Caldarelli, & 

Quattrociocchi, 2017), and has become a tool for reinforcing one’s subjective ideologies 

(Bruns, 2017; Haim et al, 2017, Thurman & Schifferes, 2012, Chan et al, 2001).  
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Aside from the ability of online news to provide a more personalized experience 

to its audience, another difference it strikes from its traditional form can be seen through 

the use of “clickbait” headlines that inconspicuously adhere to “forward-referring 

technique” (Blom & Hansen, 2015, p. 87). Blurring the boundary between fact and 

fiction (O’Neill et al, 2016), Chen and colleagues (2015) defined clickbaits as “content 

whose main purpose is to attract attention and encourage visitors to click on a link to a 

particular web page” (p. 15). Silverman (2015) expanded this definition and claimed that 

such concept is associated with the spread of fake news online. The formation of 

clickbaits as a new manifestation of tabloidization - a practice frowned upon in the 

paradigm of professional journalism – has been argued to be the result of the migration of 

news entities online (Chen et al, 2015). Hence, it can be posited that the utilization of 

clickbaits is tied with the desire of journalism entities to maximize profits in order to 

make amends for their declining readership (Chen et al, 2015;  Everett, 2009). Once 

enough curiosity has been incited by the clickbait headlines, clicks from the readers will 

be generated - manifesting an exploitation of the “Curiosity gap” (Chakraborty et al, 

2016). Similarly, the role of linguistic cues in encouraging clicking behavior must 

likewise be noted as they are also a factor in creating gaps in knowledge (Chen et al, 

2015). Consequently, the potential framing effect and power of news headlines have been 

promelatized in the academe (Blom & Hansen, 2015; Chen et al, 2015; Chakraborty et al, 

2016; dos Rieis, de Souza, de Melo, Prates, Kwak, & An, 2015).   

These arguments and the proliferation of clickbait have provided a glimpse of the 

current state of online news as content is driven by views - a paradigm that places a 

higher premium on “speed and spectacle over restraint and verification in the pursuit of 
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ad dollars” (Chen et al, 2015, p. 15). Hence, the implications these will have on 

journalism as a social practice (Chen et al, 2015; Everett, 2009; Leurs, 2015), on the 

news media as an institution (Lazar, 2017), and on democracy as a principle (Blom & 

Hansen, 2015; Bakshy et al, 2015), ought to be problematized.  

The headlines of online news must be given great emphasis inasmuch as netizens 

typically base their thoughts and understanding of the news information merely from the 

headlines - a case that holds true even for Filipinos (Agabin, 2013). The news content 

people encounter online, aside from being products of personalization and algorithms 

(Bakshy et al, 2015; Bruns, 2017; DeVito, 2017), typically lack context (Adler, 2014; 

Chen et al, 2015). Chakraborty and colleagues (2016) warned that online users may 

reinforce amongst themselves the behavior of reading more informative news content as a 

product of their constant “switching to new articles after being baited by the headlines” 

which would result into a “cognitive overload” (p. 9).     

Tied to the concept of personalization is that of civility in the discussions of news 

posts. Studies have noted that a space for discussion can be conceptualized as civil if it 

does not make users refrain from engaging with texts (Papacharissi, 2004). Conversely, 

Pang, Ho, Zhang, Ko, Low, and Tan (2016) posted that incivility highlights name-calling, 

stereotyping, and other aggressive behavior. Delimited to the context of news 

discussions, Pang and colleagues (2016) have found that discourses are generally incivil. 

This may be attributed to how users are active recipients of news who can critique the 

personas present in news content (Larsson, 2017). Similarly, Larsson (2017) suggested 

that reactions in Facebook posts manifest the “emotional investments” (p. 5) of the 

consumers.  
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G. Profile of News Organizations in the Philippines 

 As had been done by previous research (O’Neill et al, 2015), manifesting the 

biases of news institutions through their content and ownership is mandatory in 

examining the subordination of women in the media. To this note, Kahn (1994) 

recognized that the procedures bound by the newsroom indeed influence media coverage 

of politicians.  

Coronel (1999), in her work “Lords of the Press”, posited that Inquirer has 

generally adhered to its direct and frank reporting vis-a-vis the government. Published in 

2018, an editorial by one of Inquirer’s writers supports this premise, as it questioned the 

arbitration decision concerning China and the Philippine seas. The author likewise boldly 

noted how the current context of the country is reminiscent of Marcos’ martial law era. 

Thus, one can see how the notions of Coronel (1999) regarding Inquirer as a “fighting, 

journalist-owned newspaper” (p. 12) still hold today, with the newspaper’s critical 

delivery as its edge. The same stand applies to Rappler. The news institution online has 

been under siege from the government in recent years, with its CEO and Executive 

Director Maria Ressa facing charges regarding multiple issues. Consequently, the 

editorials present in Rappler’s website strongly critique the administration and what it has 

implemented throughout the years. For example, with regards to the lowering of the 

criminal liability of children, Presto (2019) expressed how Duterte administration and its 

institutions fail to see the root cause of juvenile crimes.   

Building from the importance of the newsroom and gatekeeping practices as 

Coronel (1999) has noted, Manila Bulletin can be argued to be on a neutral political 
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leaning. While Cruz (2019), a journalist under the helm of Bulletin, applauded the 

feistiness of Vice President Robredo in one of his articles, there are other journalists who 

have expressed support for the administration. These are congruent with Coronel’s (1999) 

evaluation of the dynamics of the seemingly neutral presses: while generally the 

newsroom adheres to few rules, “there is an unspoken understanding that critical stories 

about the owners and their friends and allies will be toned down, buried in the inside 

pages, or not printed at all.” (p. 6). 

 

H. Political and Gender Climate in the Philippines 

 The marginalization of women politicians in terms of how they are presented in 

the media also compounded with the political and gender climate set-off by the head of 

the country, President Duterte. Manifesting a strongman image (Teehankee & Thompson, 

2016) the president has openly supported acts of violence against women (De Dios, 2018; 

Pano & Gacoscosim, 2018). His misogynistic remarks have also encouraged the 

manifestation of sexual abuses by the forces of the state (Pano & Gacoscosim, 2018), as 

he told soldiers in Mindanao that he would answer for their cases of rape (Morallo, 

2017). The verbal manifestation of Duterte’s sexist remarks have also openly objectified 

women (Pano & Gacoscosim, 2018; Iltis, 2017), such that after signing the TRAIN Law, 

he uttered, “yung mga nirerape doon, talagang magaganda (The ones raped before were 

really beautiful). Worth going to jail and worth dying for,” (Ranada, 2017, p. 4).  

 Furthermore, the misogynistic political and gender climate of the country is 

further evidenced by Duterte’s neo-liberal policies that are against the welfare of women, 

as evidenced by literature (Lindio-McGovern, 2019). To this note, Pano and Gacoscosim 
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(2018) posited that women - already burdened by poverty - struggle as part of the labor 

force, and hence resort to acts similar to prostitution. The patriarchal state has offered no 

system of support.  

 However, scholars have emphasized that such oppressive climate is being 

challenged, congruent with the theoretical arguments of Foucault (Jones et al, 2011). 

While some women have joined armed revolution in order to overthrow the fascist 

regime as a manifestation of their resistance (Pano & Gacoscosim, 2018), others have 

utilized the media. An instance of the latter can be seen in how women-led Rappler is 

unabashedly criticizing the regime for its continuous acts of violence and sexism against 

women (Guthrie, 2018). Furthermore, women and organizations for women rights have 

also utilized ICTs to forward gender issues (Englund, 2019) through social media 

campaigns (Pano & Gacoscosim, 2018). Hence, while the overall paradigm of the 

country under the regime is fuelled by misogyny that stems from the patriarchal head-of-

state, such dilemma is actively being contested in different means (Englund, 2019; 

Guthrie, 2018; Pano & Gacoscosim, 2018).



 

CHAPTER III. STUDY FRAMEWORK 

This research is mainly bound to the tenets of the Reception theory, which 

expounds on how meaning and symbolic messages relate to normalized power relations, 

the media, and the consumption of the audience as important elements in the 

communication process. Furthermore, the study employs the basic arguments-

assumptions contained within the theoretical paradigm of the Framing Theory as it guides 

the analysis of text, visual imagery, and other elements that constitute the entirety of 

news content and how they affect the reception of audiences. Lastly, the role of 

algorithms in Facebook is also discussed to emphasize its role in how audiences consume 

and share news online. 

The chapter begins by expounding on the Reception theory. An emphasis on this 

theory is necessary, given that it will be manifested as the underlying anchor across the 

study’s discussions and will intersect with the Framing Theory and the role of algorithms 

as expounded by literature.  

 

A. Theoretical Framework 

1. Reception Theory 

The canonized “sender-message-receiver” model has been highly criticized for its 

linearity. According to Stuart Hall (1980), messages and meanings that are transferred 

through “symbolic vehicles” (p. 163) or channels are bound by the rules of language. 

Discourse does not simply occur in the transmission of messages, but rather in the 

manner by which “message” in its discursive form, circulates along practices and means 

of production in the media (refer to figure 1).   
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Thompson (2001) posits that “the meaning of a text is literally created in the act 

of its being read” (p. 251). It is in line with the basic argument of the Reception Theory 

that if no “meaning” is taken, there can be no “consumption”. (Hall, 1980 p.164). The 

process in which communication occurs is complex and is comprised of various factors 

from each end. This premise breaks the linearity assumption in communication, such that, 

there is no guarantee that a next action will take place if the current action is not 

articulated properly. 

It must also be understood that the communication process described in this 

theory is anchored in the Marxists thought on Capital, as messages are mass produced 

like commodities.  This has added advantage to the continuous cycle of production–

distribution–production. 

Looking at the production side, or the encoding process, there are required 

elements to produce content such as the institutional structures of broadcasting, practices 

and networks of production, and organized relations and technical infrastructures. 

Furthermore, the production of content is not complete without the discursive aspect 

which frames and develops meanings and ideas. Variations in the produced content 

consequently comes from institutional and individual biases, such as routines of 

production, historically-defined technical skills, professional ideologies, institutional 

knowledge, definitions and assumptions, assumptions about the audience, socio-political 

climate and others. From the latter variations, the media consequently create topics, 

treatments, agendas, events, personnel, and images for the audience.  This will be further 

elaborated in the next sections of this chapter. 
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On the other side of the spectrum, the readers, who are not merely passive 

receivers, are seen as active and thinking individuals in this theory. First of all, before the 

message affects the receiver, there must first be a “need” or a “use” to consume the 

message or the commodity produced (Hall, 1980 p. 167). A meaningful discourse may be 

decoded from the complexity of an individual’s perception. Hall (1973) posits that the 

disconnect between producers and audiences of news are due to differences in how they 

encode and decode messages. Although this has to be questioned in the era of highly 

segmented audiences, consumption of mass-produced content can locate the audiences in 

three different positions when decoding messages (Hall, 1980/2006). Audiences can take 

either (1) a dominant-hegemonic position where they decode the message in the way the 

encoders wanted, (2) a negotiated position where they decode the message the way the 

encoders intended, but with situational reservations, or (3) an oppositional position where 

they decode the message opposite of the encoders’ intentions. 

 

Figure 1. Encoding/Decoding Model of the Reception Theory  
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2. Framing Theory 

First conceptualized by Gregory Bateson in 1972, a frame is defined as "a spatial 

and temporal bounding of a set of interactive messages” (Bateson, 1972, p.192). Through 

its employment by the media, powerful institutions do not merely tell consumers what to 

think about, but how to think about the issues through how they are framed. Hence, in 

this sense, Framing is a relational process through which attempts to change the views 

and opinions of audiences are undertaken by the media by framing certain events and 

concepts (Entman, 2007) (refer to figure 2).   

One of the instrumental lenses related to Framing and news dissemination would 

be that of Benford and Snow (2000). Employed by numerous literature concerning the 

news media specifically, one of the frames forwarded by the latter authors is the 

diagnostic frame, which is concerned with “problem identification and attribution” 

(Benford & Snow, 2000, p. 615). Bound to this frame is the development of “injustice 

frames” as first conceptualized by Gamson (2013), where the suffering of victims of 

injustices are intensified (Benford and Hunt, 1992, in Benford and Snow, 2000). Benford 

and Snow (2000) note that while this frame in particular focuses on blame or 

responsibility given the nature of social movements, prognostic framing on the other 

hand is more in-line with the solutions to the problem, and “consensus and action 

mobilization” (p. 616).  Benford (1987, in Benford and Snow, 2000) adds that a 

correspondence between the aforementioned frames exist. Lastly, motivational framing is 

more action-oriented. Revolving around agency and sustained by vocabulary, this frame 

forwards a “rationale for engaging in ameliorative collective action” (p. 617). 
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Another instrumental literature concerning Framing and news content would be 

that of Semetko and Valkenburg (2000). Analyzing the content produced by the press and 

television news, Semeto and Valkenburg (2000) explored the frames of attribution of 

responsibility, conflict, human interest, economic consequences, and morality. Centered 

on conflicts occurring between and among individuals and groups, the utilization of 

conflict frames is extremely prevalent in news media given that they tend to garner an 

ideal amount of audience attention. It must be noted that the coverage of electoral 

campaigns and politics tend to be attributed to this frame. Similarly, the human interest 

frames exploit the emotional responses of the audiences and aim to retain their interest. In 

terms of utilization by the news media, this frame ranks second to the conflict frame as in 

terms of frequency as noted by Semetko and Valkenburg (2000). While the economic 

frame primes a report based on how it would affect the audiences economically, the 

morality frame relates a news product to “religious tenets or moral prescriptions” (p. 96). 

Lastly, a report is produced in such a way so as to relate its cause or solution to an entity 

through the responsibility frame. For the study’s case, more emphasis will be placed on 

the frames that have been argued across gender and politics studies, as elaborated in the 

second chapter of this study (Carroll & Schreiber, 1997; Roces, 2000; O’Neill et al, 2016; 

Walsh, 2015). 

Figure 2. Framing Theory Model 
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3. Algorithms, Echo Chambers, and Filter Bubbles 

 As discussed in the second chapter of the study, Facebook’s attempt to provide a 

more personalized experience to its users calls for the utilization of algorithms that are 

based on the profile of such users and their click behavior. Hence, the formation of echo 

chambers and filter bubbles is an inevitable consequence. Bruns (2017) defines an echo 

chamber as that which “comes into being where a group of participants choose to 

preferentially connect with each other, to the exclusion of outsiders” (p. 4). Bruns adds 

that individuals operating in such networks are at a risk being isolated from perspectives 

outside their own while reinforcing their respective beliefs. Similarly, Bakshy and 

colleagues (2015) define this concept as that “in which individuals are exposed only to 

information from like-minded individuals” (p. 1130). On the other hand, filter bubbles 

“emerge when a group of participants, independent of the underlying network structures 

of their connections with others, choose to preferentially communicate with each other, to 

the exclusion of outsiders” (Bruns, 2017, p. 3) as “content is selected by algorithms 

according to a viewer’s previous behaviors” (Bakshy et al, 2015). Given the fact that 

news consumption online in the contemporary age is typically divorced from context 

(Adler, 2014), the political polarization of individuals and groups are further amplified 

once constructed (Schmidt, 2014). 

 

4. Third World Feminism  

Third World Feminism criticizes the notion that the struggle for equality is a 

challenge solely against gender discrimination (Joseph, 1981; hooks, 2000; Okeyo, 1981, 
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as cited in Johnson-Odim, 1991) as forwarded by reformist feminists who are typically 

Western (Mohanty et al, 1991; Johnson-Odim, 1991). Arguing that Feminism does not 

merely adhere to a singular terrain, Johnson-Odim (1991) builds on the argument of 

feminists-in-the-third-world such as Hooks (2000) who argued that Feminism ought to 

take into account race and class analysis. The latter authors, among many, challenge the 

“normative” definition of Feminism to go beyond gender-specificity, as gender 

discrimination is not the primary point of the oppression experienced by women in the 

developing countries. On a similar plane of thought, the framework criticizes how the 

concept of race is not given emphasis, and hence finds congruence with the notion of 

other Third World feminist scholars that the agenda of Feminism must be rethought and 

made more inclusive (Johnson-Odim, 1991, in Mohanty et al, 1991). Thus, the whole 

movement must not only aim to end gender oppression and to achieve equal treatment in 

how women relate to men, but also to be a mantle that is cognizant of the factors that lie 

beyond what is seen to be the standard. Johnson-Odim (1991) wits, to this note, that 

Third World Feminism - as well as the women in such context - is linked to the issues of 

class, gender, and imperialism. Furthermore, where mainstream Feminism fails to include 

women of color and of the marginalized sectors, Third World Feminism aims to make 

explicit the effects of economic exploitation as an instrument of oppression.  

Filipino feminists have likewise placed emphasis on the role of imperialism and 

capitalism in subordinating women. Eviota (1978) places the rise of the nation-state, the 

effects of capitalism, and imperialism as historical effigies that are critical in 

understanding Filipino women vis-à-vis the patriarchal society. With imperialism serving 

as its catalyst, capitalism further amplified the domestication of women and their 
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enslavement to unpaid household work. Capitalist ideologies, according to the latter 

author, have also placed a higher power on men as household heads. Eviota’s (1978) 

political literature, therefore, provides a framework delimited to Philippine soil. 

 

5. Socialist Feminism 

Similarly, Socialist feminism, finding congruence with Marxism, argues that the 

positions and roles of women in society are determined by capitalism - a philosophy of 

modern society that is argued to be a product of imperialism (Eviota, 1978). Highlighting 

the arguments of Alison Jaggar (1983), the framework focuses on the conceptualization 

of mere dichotomies: the “production-reproduction” (Dionisio, 1988) or the “public-

private” (Eviota, 1978) spheres.  

Due to capitalism and the consequent universal emphasis on private property 

(Engels, 2010; Dionisio, 1988) and the ideology of family (Eviota, 1978), the separation 

of the household and the workplace was intensified. Reed (1973), in her literature Is 

biology women’s destiny?, proposes that gender ideology exists to further intensify the 

notion that nature and biology are to be blamed for making women into inferior beings 

who, echoing the Uterus theory of female inferiority, are enslaved to their procreative 

functions. Working alongside capitalism, biological determinism is a common trope to 

justify the allocation of reproductive tasks to women. 

One of the products of capitalist ideologies and the sex-gender system is the 

intense economic dependence of women on men (Mies, 2014). The radical separation of 

the public and private domain meant that the husbands - or the men - would attain the 

role of household heads and the primary income providers (Eviota, 1978) as they hold 
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onto the instruments of labor (Engels, 2010). In this note, Socialist feminism proposes the 

economic independence of women on men as the main instrument of their subjugation, 

echoing Jaggar’s argument that oppression stems from the cultural and social institutions 

present in the post-modern capitalist society. Thus, the abolition of capitalism would pave 

the way for the emancipation of women. 

 

 B. Conceptual Framework 

The study investigated media representation of women politicians by utilizing the 

Reception Theory and Framing Theory, and by also putting into great consideration the 

nature of the medium where such representations occur (See figure 2). This research 

seeks to deconstruct the power of women in politics by analyzing their coverage vis-à-vis 

the consumption of news media as shaped by technological innovations in ICTs such as 

Facebook (refer to figure 3). 

Data were examined from the production and consumption aspects. The 

conceptual framework of this study is mainly divided into two categories, anchored to the 

two major theories used in the study. The first half deals with the production side (frame 

building), while the second half examines how the audiences receive the texts (reception). 

Texts were analyzed to surface gendered frames in reporting female politicians. 

Frames in this study are issue-specific frames which investigate how female politicians 

are portrayed, which matters they are usually covered with, and their characterization or 

how their characters interact with the elements of the visual content. Furthermore, generic 

frames were examined through the valence of reporting and the lexicalization (Halliday, 

1978; Johnstone, 2002) of texts. These are concerned with the breadth and measurement 
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of specific elements present in a news headlines seen on Facebook that constitutes how 

women are framed in the coverage of the reports. 

Literature (Carroll & Schreiber, 1997; Norris, 1997; Walsh, 2015; Roces, 2000; 

O’Neill et al, 2016) discussed the various images of women politicians in relation to their 

ideological power in the society and how the media portrays them. On the other hand, the 

matter of coverage is defined as areas or subjects of coverage that are attached to 

reporting women politicians. According to literature (Kahn & Goldenberg 1991; Kahn 

1992; Carroll & Schreiber, 1997; Norris, 1997), issues that are most commonly attached 

to male politicians are about economy, politics, business, taxes, energy/oil, trade, 

employment/jobs, defense, international organizations, nuclear arms control, treaties and 

foreign affairs. On the other hand, women are mostly attached to issues of women’s 

rights, gender quotas, abortion, H1V/AIDS, violence against women, gay rights, women 

in elected office, education, health, welfare, environment, care for the elderly, childcare, 

parental leave, and pensions. 

This study selectively used the concepts and images prescribed by literature but 

did not limit itself to such because the researchers are analyzed emergent themes from 

images of female politicians in the discourse of the current social context. 

Visual elements of texts were examined to surface the characterization of female 

politicians in the news headlines. Characterization looks at the human subjects as 

“characters” in images included in the news report. But more than simply analyzing 

human subjects in texts, elements on how the characters are made to appear as a lone 

character, with other characters, and/or with the scene were examined. Gidengil and 

Everitt (1999) posit that when examining women in media, it is also important to 
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examine their visibility or invisibility. This corresponds to the “symbolic annihilation” 

(Tuchman, 1978) which explains the struggle of women and the oppressed and 

marginalized groups with the absence of, or little representation in mass media. 

Lexicalization, or otherwise referred to as ‘wording’, has to do with the use of 

lexical items from different register fields (Halliday, 1978). The wordings or lexical items 

can explicitly or covertly give clues to the ideologies of the text producer. Fairclough 

(1992[2]) emphasized the importance of systematic analysis of spoken or written texts to 

systematic analyses of social contexts as they are vessels of ideologies. Linguistic 

analysis is not limited to its traditional levels of analysis in linguistics such as in the level 

of phonology, grammar, sentence structure, vocabulary, and semantics. Analysis must go 

beyond the sentence that will include “intersentential cohesion” (p. 194). The use of 

lexical chains or the choices in words and structuring of words reveals the biases of the 

text producers (Lazar, 2017; Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). Differences among words 

that refer to the same thing may have to do with the fact that they are associated with 

different “semantic frames” (Johnstone, 2002, p. 188) 

The above concepts translated to the context of the study seek to discover how 

women politicians are framed by examining the texts as they are the elements of the news 

containing issue-specific and gendered frames. However, the analysis took into 

consideration the underlying factors which may lead to framing such as media ownership 

and prominent political leanings of the media institutions included in the study (see 

encoding side of figure 3). 

The internal factors of the encoding process may be affected by the ownership 

structure. Similarly, prominent influences in the executive board that may also affect the 
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institution’s political ideologies. On the other hand, external factors are driving forces 

outside the organization such as audience reception and feedback. With the massive 

change in technical production and availability of news in the digital media, it is also 

relevant to problematize how this development in the mass media landscape has 

influenced the reading behaviour of audiences. From the “mass” audiences, to highly 

segmented audiences, information reception now alludes to how the content one 

encounters is based on the algorithms of their behavior (Bakshy et al, 2015; Haim, 

Graefe, & Brosius, 2017).  Although there has been arguably a more dynamic and wider 

set of choices that may cater to the audience's interests (Chakraborty, et al, 2016), digital 

natives became more inclined to consuming bite-sized news on Facebook. Furthermore, 

discourse will be put in the context of the political climate when the news articles were 

published. 

Synthesizing these concepts, Third World and Socialist Feminism were applied to 

serve as instruments that will create and derive meaning from the broader social context. 

Johnson-Odim (1991) and Mohanty and colleagues (1991), in discussing Third World 

Feminism, have reiterated that imperialism remains to be an element that contributes to 

the oppression of women.  To this note, Socialist feminism adds that one of the 

ideologies stemming from the colonization of developing nations is capitalism, which has 

intensified the gender division of labor (Eviota, 1978; Engels, 2010).  The binary 

diffusion of the productive-reproductive spheres, according to Eviota (1978), discourages 

Filipino women in particular to engage in political and civic matters as they suffer from 

the triple burden of productive (as secondary income earners), reproductive, and 

community work. To this note, Dionisio (1988) affirms that the common perception that 
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Politics is beyond the identity and position of women further contributes to the cementing 

of a male-dominated, capitalist-fueled public domain. 

The context provided by these frameworks is the setting the research aims to 

investigate - a third world country beset by capitalist-patriarchal gender stereotyping. 

These stereotypes pervade across social and cultural institutions such as the news media 

and their published content. Furthermore, they hinder the political participation of 

Filipino women by further intensifying normative gender roles. While Socialist feminism 

argues for the emancipation of women through the destruction of the duality of spheres 

and through the public participation of women, Third World Feminism suggests the 

analysis of class as it plays a role in the continuous elite and exclusionary Political 

domain. 

 

Figure 3. Integrated Conceptual framework of Reception Theory (Hall, 1980) and 

Framing Theory (Goffman, 1972) 
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C. Operational Framework 

“Politician”, in this study, is defined as someone who is in governance or 

legislation. To qualify, the person must have been elected or ran for a position in the 

government. The subjects in focus will be limited to those who were in the national and 

local levels of electoral politics of the Philippine government between 2016-2019. 

To analyze issue-specific frames among politicians, texts were analyzed through 

the examination of subject variables and issue coverage. Generic frames, on the other 

hand, will be examined through lexicalization and valence. Lexicalization, or wordings, 

will be concerned with the use of words in headlines, tone of the news towards the female 

politician/s involved, and the presence of quotation directly from the female politician. In 

examining the use of words, the researchers looked at the words used in headlines and 

surface the most used word when reporting female politicians. Heavy importance was 

given to verbs because such words may surface actionable words and gendered 

descriptors that are used when reporting news with female politicians as subjects. 

Meanwhile, the valence of the news headline as well as the caption can be either positive, 

negative or neutral. The valence used will be considered positive if the news contributes 

positively to the image or credibility of the female politician, negative if it invokes 

negative perception towards the female politician, and neutral if the tone is neither of the 

two. Moreover, it was essential to analyze the presence or the use of quotation. Directly 

quoting female politicians can be done by putting the verbatim words in the headline, 

while indirect quoting means getting the context of the statement but not the exact words 

(refer to figure 4). 
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To surface frames of politicians, coverage in issues were examined as well as how 

they are presented as characters visually and textually. The study first examined the 

visibility of the female politicians in the photo included in the Facebook news headline 

picture when their names are mentioned in the headline. The visibility in visual and 

photographic elements, as well as proper and decent presentation, really matter in 

combating “symbolic annihilation” (Tuchman, 1978); thus, this element must be 

analyzed. The presence of a female politician character in an imagery will be then 

analyzed in terms of how prominent their characterizations are across news headlines on 

Facebook. Prominence is the size of the character as presented in the headline photo. The 

size of the female politician’s character relevant to other characters in the photo may 

signify how relevant she is. 

According to literature (Carroll & Fox, 2006; Devitt, 1999; Heldman, 2009; 

Jamieson, 1995), women are often attached to issues that are considered as “women’s 

issues” such as childcare, education, health, and environment & agriculture. Topics that 

fall under economy, national security, military affairs, and foreign affairs are oftentimes 

considered as “men’s issues”. Childcare matters must include concerns on the welfare, 

development, and interests for the benefit of children. However, if it concerns the 

educational development of children, it may fall under education. This domain also 

includes matters that talk about educational institutions, educational system, and student. 

On the other hand, issues that concern the general health of the people may fall under the 

health domain. Health pertains to issues that may affect or are related to the Filipinos’ 

mental and/or physical condition. This may also include matters that revolve around 

relevant health institutions that are important in the citizens’ healthcare. Reports 
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pertaining to personal health matters of the subject are not included. Environment and 

agriculture matters include topics that are about the country’s national resources in an 

environmental and/or agricultural sense. On the other hand, economic matters are strictly 

those which talk about the current economic state of the country or government 

institutions. Reports on the funding, inflation, prices, exchange rates, etc. are also 

included. National security, military affairs, and foreign affairs may have some 

commonalities, but they will be defined differently. National security matters are topics 

on safety and security of the citizens against threats, disasters, attacks, from external 

stakeholders or natural forces to safeguard the national interests which include, among 

others, the protection of the people, their ways of life, welfare and well-being. Military 

affairs, on the other hand, cover reports related to the armed forces and their 

development, training, and combat employment, as well as those related to the 

preparation of the defense of the population against the incident of a war.  Lastly, foreign 

affairs are matters that concern the relationship with other nations and institutions 

concerning policy or international relationship. 

Images of female power are thematized archetypes of how women politicians are 

presented in a headline post. A “Mother” image exudes a mother figure who is protective 

of the family, citizens, or nation in a nurturing and caring sense. A “Moral Guardian” 

image portrays a pure, kind, and virtuous woman who is seemingly untainted by dirty 

politics. This also includes an image attached to civic, community, or social work. The 

“Humorless harridan” and “emotional fragility” images are seemingly extreme opposites 

of each other. The former is oftentimes associated to the failures of feminism, while the 

other refers to the failures of femininity (O’Neill et al, 2016). Women politicians who are 
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framed as emotional characters as presented in the headline post may evoke an image of 

an “emotionally fragile”, while stern, strong, radical, and very serious images may be an 

image of a “humorless harridan”. 

From the encoding side, the gender of journalist will be included in interpreting 

how human bias influences the framing of female politicians. The authors will be 

classified into male and female, but exceptions may apply for articles with corporate 

authors or those with no authors at all.  

As for the decoding side, audience reception was measured through the analysis 

of engagements and reactions in a headline. Facebook reactions allow the users to express 

6 reactions - like, haha, love, wow, sad, and angry. Although some of the reactions are 

self-explanatory, usage of a reaction may be different depending on the context. For 

example, haha may be used not because the headline post made them genuinely laugh, 

but rather, as a sarcastic response to the issue. That is why the comments were also 

analyzed. The level of civility was explored to gauge how civil do audiences react and 

interact to news posts. Civility may be an effect from the use of frame, valence applied, 

issue covered, or the involvement of the politician itself. 
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Figure 4. Integrated Operational Model   

 

 



 

CHAPTER IV: METHODOLOGY 

A. Research Design and Methods 

  The study employed both qualitative and quantitative methodologies in locating 

the mediatized state-context of Filipino women politicians in the online news media, 

using past related studies as the guide (Bystrom, et al, 2001; Carroll & Schreiber, 1997; 

O’Neill et al, 2015). Quantitatively, all of the news articles under the National news 

section from the websites of Philippine Daily Inquirer, Manila Bulletin, and Rappler 

from June 30, 2016 to September, 1 2019 were gathered through web scraping. The 

process provided a data set that allowed for the comparison of the visibility between male 

and female politicians. The study selected such timeframe as it highlights different 

political events, and represents not only a shift in different political climates or “political 

persuasions” (O’Neill et al, 2015, p. 299), but in the prominent gender ideologies 

communicated by lead officials as well.  Subsequently, a second data set that only 

contained news reports on female politicians was then created by filtering the first data. 

The news articles’ “counterparts” on Facebook were then collected and were analyzed 

through content analysis. Moreover, due to how this study synthesizes several fragmented 

elements and concepts in the paradigm of gendered news production, the inductive 

approach to the methodology was applied, taking after the recommendations of Lauri and 

Kyngäs (2005), and Elo and Kyngäs (2005). Further employing frame semantics (Baider, 

2018), a Corpus linguistics analysis using corpus tool aConcorde was then employed to 

investigate the words or tokens that were prominent across the headlines, subheadlines, 

and captions of the news posts on Facebook. The premises of Third world and Socialist 

Feminism were manifested in synthesizing such frames.  
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B. Concepts and Indicators 

 The table below summarizes the concepts and indicators to answer the 

corresponding objective. 

 

Table 1. Concepts & Indicators 

OBJECTIVE CONCEPTS INDICATORS 

1 Visibility Central Issue 

childcare, health, education, environment & 

agriculture, economy, national security, 

military affairs, foreign affairs. personal 

matters 

Subject Variables 

prominence, body shown, attire, setting 

Presence of Quotation 

2 & 3 Politician Framing Gender-specific Frames 

Generic Framing Valence 

positive, neutral, negative 

Lexicalization 

usage of words 

4 Engagement Number of reactions, comments & share 

Reaction Classification of reaction 

like, haha, love, wow, sad, angry 

Civility Level of Civility 

all uncivil, mostly uncivil, neutral, mostly 

civil, all civil 

 

C. Research Instruments 

The study used MS Excel as a coding sheet for the coding part of the study. The 

researchers and the three hired coders were guided by a coding guide. For the quantitative 

components of the instrument, Krippendorff’s alpha was used to measure the intercoder 

agreement.  

The coding guide was divided into five sections - news background, content 

variables, main actors, subject variables, and reception variables. 
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The news background section collected basic information regarding the news post 

presented. All variables from this section yielded a perfect Krippendorff’s alpha score (α 

= 1), or there were no variations at all. The content variables section examined the textual 

level elements in a news post. The central issue variable attained a score of α = 0.7986, 

while the variable that measures the presence of quotation garnered α = 0.9852. For the 

main actors’ section, it classified the institutions or actors that were mentioned in a news 

headline. The name of politician variable attained α = 0.8838, while the group 

composition variable garnered α = 0.8333. 

The subject variables section examined how the main actor was displayed or 

presented in the news posts. The following are the Krippendorff’s alpha scores: 0.8324 

for position, 0.8129 for prominence, 0.8047 for body shown, 0.8897 for setting and 

0.8269 for frame used. The gender and attire of politician had no variation. 

Lastly, since the reception variables only required information that were already 

indicated in the news post, such as the number of reactions, shares and comments, and the 

classification of reaction, these variables yielded a perfect Krippendorff’s alpha score. 

However, the level of civility variable attained α = 0.8205.  

The researchers also studied the news texts as a qualitative data for framing and 

lexicalization. 

 

D. Units of Analysis and Sampling 

The units of analysis of the study included online news articles in news websites 

and their corresponding Facebook pages that reported on and involved Filipino 

politicians. Content variables including central issue, tone, quotation from headlines, 
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quotation from subheadline, quotation from caption, and Subject variables such as the 

people in the photo, the politicians in the photo, their position, gender, prominence, 

attire, body shown, the setting they were in, as well as the frame used were analyzed. The 

news articles, attained through web scraping, were produced by the outlets of the 

Philippine Daily Inquirer (facebook.com/inquirerdotnet), Manila Bulletin 

(manilabulletin), and Rappler (rapplerdotcom).  These outlets were selected as they 

represented different political persuasions - with Rappler and Inquirer holding an 

oppositional footing and Manila Bulletin being neutral as highlighted in the second 

chapter of the study. Similarly, these outlets are included in the list of the most widely-

consumed formal Filipino news outlets on Facebook. Systematic sampling was used in 

randomly selecting the articles whose frames and other attributes were analyzed. Taking 

after the methodology and recommendations of previous studies, a total of 400 news 

articles reporting about female politicians were included in the study for the main data 

set. For the civility component of the study, the comment section setting was put to 

“Most Relevant”, and the first 10 comments were analyzed. 

 

E. Data Gathering 

As stated, news articles published on Rappler, Inquirer, and Bulletin from June 

30, 2016 to September 1, 2019 in the section National news were gathered through web 

scraping through the programming software, R. Web scraping was able to gather 

thousands of articles within the time period. From Rappler.com, 20,310 were collected, 

from Manila Bulletin, 37,921 news items, and from Inquirer.net, 6,500 news articles were 

gathered. The database of news articles was filtered multiple times to ensure that all 
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articles that had mentioned a Filipino female politician will have been included in the 

sampling frame.  Initially, news that featured Filipino women politicians were then 

filtered from the headline using keywords consisting of names of politicians and positions 

from national to city and municipal positions. The samples were filtered again per 

keyword to remove data noise or those names with male politician counterparts or words 

that contains parts of the keywords (e.g., “Sara” may bring in headlines with 

“Saranggani” words, “Poe” may bring in headlines that has mentioned “POEA”, or 

“Binay” may mean Jejomar and Jojo Binay as well and not only Abby or Nancy Binay). 

After preparing the sampling frame, interval random sampling was employed to 

obtain a total of 400 articles. The counterparts of the randomly-selected news articles 

were then searched on Facebook before they were coded accordingly. 

As for the study’s Corpus linguistics analysis, the corpus of the news posts per 

outlet were compiled before they were loaded into aConcorde. Repeated words such as 

“is”, “at”, and “on” were excluded for the purposes of this study. 

 

F. Data Analysis  

 After the period of collection, the data were processed and analyzed using the 

SPSS software. Some of the news articles in the randomly-selected data included male 

politicians who had the same family names with female politicians. The articles were 

consequently replaced.  As such, the analysis and interpretation of data began on October 

27, 2019. After the replacements were made, the coding of the articles through content 

analysis ensued. The thematic analyses of the emergent frames through textual analysis 

were consequently employed, together with the Corpus analysis of the texts used across 
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the articles. Satisfying the objectives, the final step of the analysis synthesized the results 

of both methodologies. 

 

G. Scope and Limitations 

 The study analyzed news articles that mainly reported on Filipino women 

politicians. However, it must be noted that news reports generally focus on those elected 

above local government sectors. Hence, women politicians in the local units - given lack 

of relative coverage - may not have been analyzed to the same extent as those in higher 

positions.  

Similarly, the study filtered the main data set to female politicians only. As such, 

direct comparisons to Filipino male politicians were beyond the scope of this study. Due 

to the difficulty of retrieving articles from previous years, the study limited its time frame 

from June 30, 2016 to September 1, 2019.  

Furthermore, the study evaluated the political leanings of the news outlets through 

their ownership and the general valence of the editorials as informed by Coronel (1999).  

It must be noted, however, that political ideology does not exist in a mere binary nature 

as highlighted by previous related studies in the Western context (Bafumi & Herron, 

2010).



 

CHAPTER V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Guided by the framework, this section of the study is divided into four sections. 

The first section, Visibility, presents the result regarding the general coverage of the 

Filipino women politicians across the outlets and across time, the issues they were 

covered in, and how they were seen in the news posts. The second section problematized 

how the politicians were portrayed, and contains the findings for the Corpus analysis, the 

emergent frames, the prevalent frames used per outlet and across the years, and the 

valence attributed to politicians. Lastly, while the third section focuses on the authors, the 

fourth discusses how the news posts were decoded by the audiences. 

A. Results 

1. Visibility of Women Politicians 

A total of 400 news articles from three major news outlets were collected for this 

study wherein 135 (33.8%) came from Inquirer.net, 131 (32.8%) came from Manila 

Bulletin, and 134 (33.5%) came from Rappler.com. Among these news articles, there 

were 20 distinct female politicians under seven different position or classification that 

were mentioned.  

a. General Presence  

Unsurprisingly, among all national news published from July 30, 2016 to 

September 1, 2019 (37 months), news headlines that mentioned women politicians were 

only at 6.97%. Rappler.com had the highest percentage of coverage of news with women 

politicians (7.32%) followed by Manila Bulletin (7.11%). Inquirer.net had the least total 

sample after web scraping but it also had the least percentage of news that has mentioned 

female politicians (5.03%) (see Table 2). Through the analysis of a total of 64,731 news 
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articles under the National news section of three widely consumed news outlets in the 

Philippines, this study found that Filipino women politicians are given an alarmingly low 

coverage. Such finding is in congruence with other studies in the paradigm of media, 

politics, and gender that have also critiqued the lack of visibility given to female 

politicians (O’Neill et al, 2015; Kahn & Goldenberg, 1991; Kahn, 1994; Ross, Evans, 

Harrison, Shears, & Wadia, 2013; O’Neill et al, 2015). Conversely, while contextual 

factors are present, the findings at hand did not provide support for Bystrom and others 

(2001) as they have found that women politicians are recipients of high coverage. There 

was no sufficient data that could have measured the amount of coverage of male 

politicians so a comparison would not be possible. This is one of the limitations of the 

study which will be discussed further in the Scope and limitations section. 

 

Table 2. Percentage of News with Female Politicians per News Outlet 

News Outlet 

 
News Collected 

News with Female 

Politicians 

F % 

Inquirer.net 6,500 327 5.03 

Manila Bulletin 37,921 2,698 7.11 

Rappler.com 20,310 1,489 7.32 

Total 64,731 4,514 6.97 

 

It is notable that the year 2016 had the most coverage on women politicians even though 

it had the least time period from the sample with about one-third of the population 

(30.44%). This may be because of the national elections in 2016. It is followed by the 

amount of news coverage in 2018 (27.9%). The adjusted percent of 2019 still yielded the 

results with the least amount (17.14%) of news headlines with women politicians (see 

Table 3). 
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Table 3. News with Female Politicians per Year (adjusted) (N=400) 

Year F % Adjusted %* 

2016 (5 months) 91 (144.053) 22.8 30.4 

2017 116 (116) 29.0 24.5 

2018 132 (132) 33.0 27.9 

2019 (8 months) 61 (81.13) 15.3 17.1 

* The new base is 473.18. Years with lesser months of coverage were adjusted to be 

comparable with 12-month samples. The unadjusted percentage may yield higher results 

for the year 2017 than 2016 because the whole year was covered for 2017, while 2016 

was covered for only 5 months for this study. This issue was resolved through the 

adjusted percent. 

 

Vice President Leni Robredo was the most frequently mentioned female politician 

accounting to nearly a third of the news (34.3%). She had the highest government 

position among all female politicians mentioned in the news samples and was deemed as 

the most newsworthy personality among the current female politicians. She was followed 

by Senator Leila De Lima (31.3%) who had been a very controversial political figure 

under the Duterte administration (see Table 4). 

Table 4. Government Positions of Female Politicians in the News (N=400) 

Position F % 

Vice President 137 34.3 

Leni Robredo 137 34.3 

Senator 181 45.3 

Leila De Lima 125 31.3 

Grace Poe 16 4.0 

Cynthia Villar 15 3.8 

Risa Hontiveros 9 2.3 

Imee Marcos* 8 2.0 

Nancy Binay 7 1.8 

Pia Cayetano 1 0.3 

Member of HoR 9 2.3 

Imelda Marcos 4 1.0 

Gloria Macapagal Arroyo* 2 0.5 

Loren Legarda 1 0.3 

Gwendolyn Garcia 1 0.3 
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Henedina Abad 1 0.3 

Governor 9 2.3 

Imee Marcos* 9 2.3 

Mayor 24 6.0 

Sara Duterte 20 5.0 

Abby Binay 2 0.5 

Lani Cayetano 1 0.3 

·Joy Belmonte 1 0.3 

Speaker, HoR 33 8.3 

Gloria Macapagal Arroyo* 33 8.3 

Former Politician 7 1.8 

Miriam Defensor-Santiago 3 0.8 

Elenita Binay 2 0.5 

Cory Aquino 1 0.3 

Imelda Marcos   1 0.3 

 

 

b. Involvement in Political Matters 

Half of the news reports (50.5%) on women politicians were about politics, which 

means that they were mostly covered on issues that involves conflict with other 

politicians. The second issue that was often attached to female politicians is about 

personal matters (16.1%). These included family matters, personal relationships, or any 

report that is beyond the scope of their jobs as politicians. Coverage was also relatively 

high on issues covering national security (12.2%) (see Table 5). 

 

Table 5. Issues Covered Among News with Female Politicians (N=400) 

Issue F % 

Politics 260 50.5% 

Foreign Affairs 20 3.9% 

Migration 1 0.2% 

Infrastructure 20 3.9% 

Children/Childcare 4 0.8% 

Health 9 1.7% 

Education 10 1.9% 

Environment and Agriculture 12 2.3% 

Economic Matters 27 5.2% 
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National Security 63 12.2% 

Military Affairs 6 1.2% 

Personal Matters 83 16.1% 

*Multiple Response 

As stated in the previous chapter, there were issues that are commonly associated 

with male politicians and there are issues that were commonly associated to females. 

Clustering these issues together (see Table 6), the results show that female politicians in 

the Philippines are actually more visible in issues that are deemed to be “male issues” 

than those that are expected by literature to be “female issues”. 

As stated above, 5 of the 6 most prominent issues to which the female Filipino 

politicians were covered belong to the realm of men. Past studies have concluded how 

politics, national security/defense, economy, and foreign affairs are issues that are 

typically attached to male politicians (Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011; Carroll & Fox, 2006; 

Devitt, 1999; Heldman, 2009; Jamieson, 1995). Meanwhile, the findings suggested that 

they were less seen in issues that were found to be issues typically related to women 

(Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011; Kahn & Goldenberg 1991; Kahn 1992; Carroll & Schreiber, 

1997; Norris, 1997) that stem from the social construction regarding their sex and gender 

as a result of the division of labor (Eviota, 1978; Reed, 1973). These issues include the 

environment, education, health, childcare, and migration. 

  

Table 6. Issues Covered in News with Female Politicians (clustered) (N=400) 

Issues Covered F % 

Politics 260 50.5 

Personal Matters 83 16.1 

Male Issues 74 14.4 
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National Security 63 12.2 

Female Issues 35 6.8 

*Multiple Response 

 

In terms of being quoted in the news headline, more than half of the news 

headlines (53.25%) did not quote any politician. While the samples were news with 

female politicians, it is unsurprising that 18.25% of the headlines contain indirect 

quotations from female politicians compared to the 5.75% indirect quotations from the 

males. Indirectly quoting means that the subject’s original quotation has been retold to fit 

the context of the sentence but can sometimes decontextualize the original quote. Directly 

quoting females, on the other hand, or the inclusion of the exact words used by the 

politicians in the headlines has very little difference from indirect quotations but has a 

lower percentage (18%) (see Table 7) 

Table 7. Presence of Quotation in News Headlines (N=400) 

Presence of Quotation F % 

No quotation 213 53.3 

Direct female 72 18.0 

Indirect female 73 18.3 

Direct male 19 4.8 

Indirect male 23 5.8 

 

There was no significant association between the presence of quotation and the 

news outlet (χ2 (8, N=400) = 5.621, p = 0.680). Hence, there is no significant difference 

in how each news outlet quotes the politicians (see Table 8). 
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 Table 8. Presence of Quotation in News Headlines per Outlet (N=400) 

 

 

Presence of Quotation 

Sample 

(N=400) 

News Outlet 

Inquirer.net 

(n=135) 

Manila 

Bulletin 

(n=131) 

Rappler.co

m 

(n=134) 

F % F % F % F % 

No quotation 213 53.3 69 51.1 78 59.5 66 49.2 

Direct female 72 18.0 27 20.0 17 13.0 28 20.9 

Indirect female 73 18.3 23 17.0 23 17.7 27 20.2 

Direct male 19 4.8 7 5.2 5 3.8 7 5.2 

Indirect male 23 5.8 9 6.7 8 6.1 6 4.5 

 Chi Square χ2 (8, N=400) = 5.621, p = 0.680 

 

c. Visual Characterization 

Upon analyzing prominence, a big majority (60.23%) of headline photos with 

female politicians displayed them alone or as solos. If they were not equally prominent 

(16.6%) with other subjects in the photos, they were displayed as prominent because of a 

crowd (9.27%) or prominent but with a group of people who happen to be not civilians 

(8.11%). There were only a few instances that they are prominent versus one person or 

they are not prominent at all, given that the samples in this study focused on female 

politicians. There was a significant difference on how news outlets use headline photos 

that display the prominence of the female politicians (χ2 (10, N=259) = 39.170, p < 0.01, 

V = 0.277). Although all news outlets were likely to display them in solos, Rappler.com 

was more likely to present politicians as equal to other subjects in the photo. (see Table 

9). 

Almost half (49%) of the headline photos displayed women politicians up close, 

from head to shoulders, and about a quarter (23.9%) displayed them in close-ups, 
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showing the head only. This subject variable has a significant relationship with the news 

outlet (χ2 (10, N=259) = 25.883, p = 0.04, V = 0.214) (see Table 9) 

In terms of where the politicians were usually seen or where they are usually shot 

for the headline photo, 41.4% of the headline photos were set in government offices. 

Setting had a significant relationship with the news outlet as well. (χ2 (10, N=259) = 

25.883, p = 0.04, V = 0.218). Manila Bulletin was more likely to use photos of female 

politicians in a government office setting, unlike Rappler.com which was more likely to 

use the indoor setting (see Table 9) 

 

 Table 9. Prominence, Body Shown, and Setting in Headline Photos 

 

Level of 

Prominence 

 

Sample 

(N=259) 

News Outlet 

Inquirer.net 

(n=60) 

Manila Bulletin 

(n=110) 

Rappler.com 

(n=89) 

F % F % F % F % 

Solo 156 60.2 34 56.6 83 75.5 39 43.8 

Equally 

Prominent 

43 16.6 8 13.3 9 8.2 26 29.2 

Prominent 

among crowd 

24 9.3 5 8.3 9 8.2 10 11.2 

Prominent vs. 

group 

21 8.1 9 15.0 7 6.4 5 5.6 

Prominent vs. 

one 

8 3.09 4 6.7 1 0.9 3 3.3 

Not Prominent 7 2.7 0 - 1 0.9 6 6.7 

 Chi Square χ2 (10, N=259) = 39.170, p < 0.01 

 

Body Shown 

 

Sample 

(N=259) 

News Outlet 

Inquirer.net 

(n=60) 

Manila Bulletin 

(n=110) 

Rappler.com 

(n=89) 

Head only 62 23.9 9 15.0 30 27.3 23 25.8 

Head to 

shoulders 

127 49.0 41 68.3 55 50.0 31 34.8 

Half body 52 20.1 7 11.7 21 19.1 24 27.0 

Head to knees 6 2.3 1 1.7 0 0.0 5 5.6 

Full body 10 3.9 2 3.3 3 2.7 5 5.6 

Long shot 2 0.8 0 - 1 0.9 1 1.1 

Chi Square χ2 (10, N=259) = 25.883, p = 0.04 
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Setting 

 

Sample 

(N=198) 

News Outlet 

Inquirer.net 

(n=48) 

Manila Bulletin 

(n=83) 

Rappler.com 

(n=67) 

Government 

Office 

82 41.4 12 25.0 45 54.2 25 37.3 

Generic Indoor 55 27.8 19 39.6 21 25.3 15 22.4 

Press 35 17.7 11 22.9 12 14.5 12 17.9 

Generic Outdoor 26 13.1 6 12.5 5 6.0 15 22.4 

Chi Square χ2 (6, N=198) = 18.806, p = 0.005 

 

2. Who Writes What? 

a. Gendered Authorship 

Among the news headlines, almost half (49.5%) were written by female 

journalists, while only 31.8% were written by males, and about one-fifth (18.8%) were 

written using corporate authors (see Table 10). Using a chi-square test of independence, it 

was found that the gender of the author has a significant association to the news outlet (χ2 

(4, N = 400) = 80.27, p < .01), such that there was a significant difference in the gender 

of authors among news outlets. Table 10 below shows that a big majority (69.4%) of 

journalists who wrote about news with female politicians from Rappler.com are females. 

Compared to the other two news outlets, Inquirer.net used corporate authors the most 

(34.4%), which means that they just indicated the name of their institution as the author 

of the article, or that some articles were from a wired news agency. Almost half (49.6%) 

of the journalists who wrote news with female politicians from Manila Bulletin were 

males (Table 10). Table 17 shows that Manila Bulletin was significantly more positive in 

their news on female politicians. However, there was no significant effect of the author’s 

gender and the valence of reporting at the p<.05 level for the three conditions [F(2, N = 
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400) = 0.710, p = 0.492] (see Table 11). Although the relationship was not significant, 

males relatively reported female politicians more positively.  

Previous literature that explored the gender bias in news coverage about politics 

has implied that journalists exhibit bias towards politicians of their gender in terms in 

terms of frame (Capella & Jamieson, 1997; Patterson, 2011) and amount of coverage 

(Meeks, 2013) for example. Consequently, the finding serves as further support for the 

argument of this study that the news outlets - on an organizational level as opposed to the 

journalist level - hold more influence for the valence attributed to politicians. This is 

congruent with Scheufele’s (1999) theorizing about the three levels of influences in how 

certain events or individuals are portrayed in the news. 

 

Table 10. Gender of Author per News Outlet (N=400) 

Gender of 

Author 

Sample 

(N=400) 

News Outlet 

Inquirer.net 

(n=135) 

Manila Bulletin 

(n=131) 

Rappler.com 

(n=134) 

F % F % F % F % 

Male 127 31.8 55 40.7 65 49.6 7 5.2 

Female 198 49.5 47 34.8 58 44.3 93 69.4 

Corporate 75 18.8 33 34.4 8 6.1 34 25.4 

Chi Square χ2 (4, N = 400) = 80.27, p < .01 

 

 

Table 11. Average Valence Scores per Gender of Author 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 

Male 127 .14 .784 

Female 198 .09 .811 

Corporate 75 .00 .885 

Total 400 .09 .816 
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 The relationship between the gender of the author and the use of frames was also 

not significant (χ2 (14, N = 390) = 14.458, p = 0.416). There was no significant difference 

across the categories of authors and the frames they use, but the males were more likely 

to use the Mother frame compared to other categories. Similarly, the frame Weak and 

Purposeless was mostly written by authors with no name (Table 12). 

The findings at hand are congruent with studies that have found bias in the news 

coverage of politicians when the gender of the journalist is made a variable (Devitt, 2002; 

Meeks, 2013). Meeks (2013) noted that female journalists are more likely to write about 

women and include mentions of women in more prominent portions of an article, such as 

the headline, than male journalists, and male journalists have been found to be more 

likely to do the same for men” (p. 59). The latter part of Meeks’ conclusion, however, 

was beyond the scope of the study. The findings also provide concrete support for Ross 

and colleagues (2013) who posited that “men are more likely to write about men than 

women were to write about women” (p.13)  

Table 12. Frames Used per Gender of Author (N=390) 

Frame Sample 

(N=390) 

News Outlet 

Male 

(n=124) 

Female 

(n=193) 

Corporate 

(n=73) 

F % F % F % F % 

Humorless Harridan 150 38.5 49 39.5 78 40.4 23 31.5 

Mother 79 20.3 29 23.4 38 19.7 12 16.4 

Weak and Purposeless 70 18.0 22 17.7 28 14.5 20 27.4 

Martyr 22 5.6 6 4.8 11 5.7 5 6.9 

Ambitious Woman 20 5.1 5 4.0 12 6.2 3 4.1 
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Emotionally Fragile 20 5.1 4 3.2 11 5.7 5 6.9 

Support-Worthy 15 3.9 2 1.6 10 5.2 3 4.1 

Family Woman 14 3.6 7 5.7 5 2.6 2 2.7 

Chi-square χ2 (14, N = 390) = 14.458, p = 0.416  

 

b. Valence of Reporting 

Generally, news headlines were more likely to be written with a neutral valence 

(X=0.09). This finding must be read with caution because there was a significant 

difference across news outlets in terms of valence that may affect the mean score. A 

single-factor between-subjects ANOVA was used to analyze the relationship between the 

news outlet and the valence of reporting. A significant effect was found (F(2, 400) = 

3.210, p = 0.041). Subsequent post-hoc tests using Tukey’s HSD procedure revealed a 

significant difference at p = 0.033 between Manila Bulletin and Inquirer.net.  

Manila Bulletin typically reported female politicians more positively (X=0.21), 

than Rappler.com (X=0.10) and Inquirer.net (X=-0.04) The latter was more likely to 

write more negatively on news with female politicians. 

 

Table 13. Average Valence Scores per News Outlet 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 

Inquirer.net 135 -.04 .888 

Manila Bulletin 131 .21 .676 

Rappler.com 134 .10 .852 

Total 400 .09 .816 

 F(2, 400) = 3.210, p = 0.041 

 

On the other hand, there was also a significant relationship between the year when 

the article was posted and the valence of reporting (p = 0.001), such that there was a 
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significant development in valence from 2016 to 2019 (see Table 14). The year 2016 was 

typically more negative, but as time progressed, valence became more positive. Given 

that the news outlets did not adhere to afflicting the same valence in their news reports 

from July 30, 2016 to September 1, 2019, bias in terms of such variable cannot be said to 

exist based on the proposition of Entman (2007) and Entman and colleagues (2009).  

Table 14.  Average Valence Scores per Year 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 

2016 91 -.10 .907 

2017 116 .06 .816 

2018 132 .08 .772 

2019 61 .43 .670 

Total 400 .09 .816 

 

Figure  5. Valence of Reporting Trend from 2016 to 2019 
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Across politicians, valence also significantly varied (p = 0.023). Reporting was 

most likely to be positive for former politicians. The Vice President was also reported 

more positively compared to those in other positions like the senators, members of the 

House of Representatives or governors. The most negatively reported politicians were the 

members of the House (X = 0.20, SD = 0.789) and the governors (X = 0.20, SD = 0.919). 

Table 15 below shows the mean scores for each group of positions. 

 

 

Table 15. Average Valence Scores per Government Position 

Position N Mean Std. Deviation 

Vice President 138 .25 .800 

Senator 179 -.04 .820 

Member, House of Representatives 10 -.20 .789 

Governor 10 -.20 .919 

Mayor 24 .17 .637 

Speaker 33 .18 .846 

Former Politician 6 .50 .837 

Total 400 .09 .816 

 

3. The Rigid Image of a Woman in Politics 

a. Corpus Linguistics of the News Posts 

As stated, Gigendil and Everitt (1999) suggested that studies analyzing women 

and the media ought to look into the “gendered mediation” which “shifts the focus… to 

the more subtle, but arguably more insidious form of bias that arises when conventional 

political frames are applied to female politicians” (p. 49). By conducting Corpus 
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linguistics, this part of the study aimed to investigate the lexicalization of the news 

articles given that frame semantics “simplify complex issues using well-known cultural 

references, familiar values specific to the socio-cultural content; because of this 

proximity, it becomes easier to stir the emotions” (Baider, 2018, p. 76). 

Using the aConcorde concordance tool to employ Corpus linguistics, a total of 15, 

355 words were collected from the headlines, subheadlines, and captions of the news 

articles investigated in this study. Despite having the least number of articles that have 

been randomly selected, Manila Bulletin – as a “reference corpora” (Ray, 2015, p. 44) – 

contributed almost half of the total words (42%). This can be attributed to how in some of 

their articles, the same entire subheadline of the news article was also used as their 

Facebook caption. Rappler and Inquirer generally had unique and relatively shorter texts 

for the caption of their news reports on Facebook, thereby producing less frequency of 

words in most instances (see Table 16). 

Table 16. Articles and Words from the News Outlets        

News Outlets Articles Words 

Inquirer 136 3,274 

Manila Bulletin 131 6,513 

Rappler 133 5,568 

Total 400 15, 355 

  

As done by previous research in the paradigm of framing semantics and gender 

(Jasmani, Yasin, Hamid, Keong, Othman, & Jaludin, 2011; Jaworska & Krishnamurthy, 

2012; Baider, 2018), a corpus of texts used in the news posts of the outlets were gathered 

to analyze the frequency of the most prominent words. Basic repeated words such as “is”, 

“has”, “be”, “on”, and others were omitted in the list but were included when computing 
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the percentage. Subsequently, the 25 most prominent words were gathered. (see Table 

17). 

Table 17. Most Frequently Used Words across the Corpus of News Posts (N = 1793) 

Word Frequency Percentage 

Robredo 257 14.3 

De Lima 251 14 

Senator/Sen 162 8 

Said/says 149  

Duterte 143 7.4 

Leni 133 5.6 

Leila  94 5.2 

President  88 4.9 

Says 72 4.1 

Marcos 67 3.7 

Senate 66 3.7 

House 64 5.6 

Arroyo 58 3.2 

Against 49 2.7 

Case 33 1.8 

Law 31 1.7 

Drug 28 1.6 

Filed 24 1.3 

Government 24 1.3 

May 24 1.3 

Over 24 1.3 

Public 23 1.3 

SC 21 1.2 

Arrest/arrested 21 1.2 

Country 21 1.2 

 

Taking after the recommendations of Jaworska and Krishnamurthy (2012) in their 

study which employed the same methodology, the lexical units contained in the table 

above were further placed in simple thematizations. The most used units that referred to 

politicians were the names of the President (Duterte) and Vice President (Robredo), a 

senator in the minority who is vocal against the current administration (De Lima, Leila), 
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and one of the country’s former president who is now a firm ally of Duterte (Arroyo). 

Lastly, the lexical unit “Marcos” was prominently used for Senator Imee Marcos, the 

daughter of a former dictator who manifested a strongman image, much like Duterte. 

These lexical units were used in news posts that involved the politicians. Similarly, the 

units that refer to political institutions and political positions were used in a similar 

conventional manner. The verbs “said” or “says” were used in indirectly quoting 

politicians, while “filed” was employed in cases where a politician forwarded a law/bill, 

or where a politician was a recipient of a complaint such as in “Robredo camp questions 

OSG’s role in sedition complaint filed by PNP-CIDG”. The verb “may” (“Senators Leila 

de Lima may soon be facing complaints”), and the incrimination-related nouns of 

“arrest” (“House mulls over arrest of De Lima”), “drug” (Why not decriminalize drug 

use? VP urges gov’t...), and “case” (“How will DOJ now handle De Lima case? Ex-

SolGen asks”) were also applied conventional usages. This was also the case for the 

preposition “over” (“Robredo raises concern over ‘lost art of love for reading’ during 

radio program”). Meanwhile, the preposition “against” typically highlighted issues 

involving conflicts between politicians and other political entities (“Robredo brings fight 

against Duterte to UN”). 

Table 18. The Themes of the Frequently Used Words across the News Outlets  

Themes Words 

Politicians Robredo, De Lima, Duterte, Leni, Leila, Marcos, 

Arroyo 

Political Institutions Senate, House, government, public, SC, country 

Political Positions Senator/Sen, President 

Incriminations drug, law, crime, arrest 

Verbs said/says, filed 

Prepositions against, over  
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Consequently, the 15 most prominent verbs used by each outlet were collected 

using the Corpus analysis tool.  Jasmani and others (2011) suggested that this category of 

words manifest and perpetuate stereotypes in terms of how males and females ought to be 

portrayed in texts. As such, the most frequently occurring verbs across the concordance 

of texts from Inquirer’s news articles were the 3rd person present form and the past tense 

of “say”, amounting to 50 according. These verbs have been identified by Jasmani and 

others (2011) to be activity verbs that tend to be associated with males in their analyses. 

In the context of this study, they were typically used when indirectly quoting a female 

politician. Another activity verb associated with males (Jasmani et al, 2011) found in the 

corpora of Inquirer was “tells”, which was typically used in reports where a female 

politician communicates with another entity (e.g. “VP tells high school grads: Fight for 

weak”). Similarly, using the previously cited literature as the premise, the verbs “asks” 

and “asked” can be categorized as “male transitional verbs”. The latter verbs were 

typically used in news articles where a female politician has an inquiry, such as in “De 

Lima asks ex-cop to share report on Duterte’s Chinese pals”.   

Meanwhile, the second most frequently-occurring verbs, “file” and “filed” were 

used in instances where the female politicians submitted a law and other similar issues 

(“De Lima: I filed 22 bills even in jail”). Moreover, one example where “give” was used 

was in the subheadline “P-Noy sure Ninoy, Cory will give him thumbs up”. The verb 

“called” was used in instances where the politicians labelled something (“Imee Marcos 

called the situation a “hostage crisis”) or asked an entity to do something (“Senator Leila 

de Lima called on her colleagues to act swiftly…”). The verb “expected” in hypothetical 

situations (“The family that has ruled Makati City for decades was expected to settle 
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a…”),  while “cites” and “hits” were in instances where the politicians mentioned another 

entity or concept (“Leni cites Jesse as she calls for national unity”; “De Lima hits DOJ’s 

ruling on Faeldon”). In the context of Inquirer, the verb “ordered” was used in the news 

articles where a robe for Senator Leila de Lima was requested, such as in “A robe has 

been ordered for detained Sen. Leila de Lima”. “seeks” was used in instances where a 

politician was desiring for a specific event to happen (“Binay seeks OsMak trial 

postponement”). The verbs “urges” and “vowed” were used in instances where the 

politicians persistently manifest an impulse and make a promise, respectively (“Fight 

culture of impunity with empathy, VP urges youth”; “Sen. Leila de Lima on Wednesday 

vowed to pursue her fight for redemption”).  Lastly, the verb “arrested” was used in 

instances where politicians were apprehended (“The NBI has arrested accused of 

detained opposition Sen. Leila de Lima “), while “missed” in instances where politicians 

failed to appear to an event (“Imelda Marcos: I missed judgment day due to 7 ailments”) 

(see Table 19). 

 

Table 19. Frequently Used Verbs in the Corpora of Inquirer 

Verb Frequency 

Says/said 50 

Files/filed 10 

Give 6 

Ask/asked 6 

Called 5 

Expected 5 

Tells 5 

Cites 4 

Hits 4 

Ordered 4 

Seeks 4 

Urges 4 

Vows 4 
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Arrested 3 

Missed 3 

 

 

Subsequently, following the work of Jaworska and Krishnamurthy (2012), the 

verbs were further thematized based on what they suggested in relation to the politicians 

in the news posts. The thematizations presented below are based on the frames found by 

previous studies. Since some of the verbs may belong to more than one theme, the more-

prominent contexts of their usage in the news posts were examined (Table 20).  

Table 20. The Themes Frequently Used Verbs in the Corpora of Inquirer  

Themes (Filipino women politicians as...) Verbs 

Unworthy to be heard directly says/said, ask/asked, called, tells, cites,  

Humorless Harridan hits, file/filed 

Mother give, vows, urges 

Weak and Purposeless arrested, missed 

 

  Manila Bulletin generally had the same usage for “says”, “said” - which were also 

the most-frequently verb used in their corpora of news articles similar to Inquirer-, and 

“told”. Other action verbs identified by Jasmani and others (2011) to be typically 

associated to males that were prominent in Manila Bulletin’s texts were “made” 

(“Malacañang has left to the discretion of the court to decide on the furlough request 

made by Senator Leila de Lima to visit her ailing mother”), and “wants” (De Lima wants 

new Senate probe on EJKs). Transitional verbs associated with males as identified by the 

latter authors that were generally included in Manila Bulletin’s posts include “asked” and 

“continue”. While the former was used in a similar manner to that of Inquirer, the latter 

was present in reports where politicians portrayed as enduring (“Robredo continues to 

fight back vs ‘fake news, rumors’ against her and her family”). Furthermore, “taking” - 
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also one of the frequently occurring verbs – had diverse usages, such as in “[Leni 

Robredo’s] camp is not taking lightly the impeachment complaint to be filed against her”, 

and “BREAKING: “I categorically deny that. I don’t have any plans of taking his place,” 

Rep. Arroyo said in a statement.”. The latter verb, according to Jasmani and others 

(2011), is a process verb typically associated with males in their analyses. On the other 

hand, “facing”, which also had diverse usages across the texts of Manila Bulletin, is a 

verb of the same category that is associated with females.  Lastly, Bulletin was the only 

news outlet that had frequently occurring female momentary verbs through their usage of 

“help” (“Villar commits to help in resolving chairmanship issues”) and “attend” 

(“Robredo leaves for Nepal to attend Asia Pacific Summit”). 

While “calls”, “urge”, “files”, and “seek” had similar usages to that of Inquirer, 

“bats” was used typically in instances where a politician eyes to forward a proposal or 

action (“Sen. Leila de Lima bats for more mental health professionals for EJK families”) 

(see Table 21). 

Table 21. Frequently Used Verbs in the Corpora of Manila Bulletin 

Verb Frequency 

Says/said 47 

Seek/seeking/sought 20 

Urged 14 

Filed 13 

Calls/called 13 

Asked 7 

Wants 5 

Taking 4 

Attend 4 

Bats 4 

Continue 4 

Facing 4 

Help 4 

Made 4 
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Told 4 

 

 The thematization of the verbs in the corpora of Manila Bulletin is presented 

below (Table 22). 

 

Table 22. The Themes of the Frequently Used Verbs in the Corpora of Manila Bulletin   

Themes (Filipino women politicians as...) Verbs 

Unworthy to be heard directly says/said, calls/called, asked, told 

Humorless Harridan filed, seek/seeking/sought, wants, taking,  

Mother urged, continue, help, attend, made, bats 

Weak and Purposeless Facing 

 

 

   Rappler employed similar usages for “said”, “say”, “saying”, “asked”, “call”, 

“make”, “urges”, “give”, “hits”, “tells”, and “want”. Moreover, the action verb “make” 

was one of the frequently employed verbs of Rappler, and according to the analyses of 

Jasmani and others (2011) in their study, this lexical term is typically associated with 

females. 

As for the remaining verbs, “trust” was typically used by Rappler in news reports 

where female politicians received support (“7 in 10 Filipinos trust Robredo”). The 

politicians were placed on the receiving end on posts that contained “offered”, such as in 

“Vice President Leni Robredo is offered to head the Housing and Urban…”.  Meanwhile, 

the usage of “decide” was varied across the corpora of text, as in “Poe: DOTr should 

decide if MRT3 ops should be temporarily halted”, and “SC asked to decide Grace Poe’s 

citizenship case” for example. The verb “denies” was generally present in news reports 

where a politician was under an allegation (“Ex-aide confirms De Lima relationship, 

denies illegal drug link”). Similarly, “accuses” was generally present in articles about 
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conflicts between politicians, such as “[Leila de Lima], who accuses President Rodrigo 

Duterte of…”. (see Table 23). 

 

Table 23. Frequently Used Verbs in the Corpora of Rappler 

Verb Frequency 

Say/saying/said 27 

Filed/files 10 

Asked 9 

Call 8 

Trust 7 

Make 5 

Offered 5 

Urges 4 

Decide 4 

Denies 4 

Give 4 

Hits 4 

Tells 4 

Want 4 

Accuses 3 

 

 

 Subsequently, the verbs used by Rappler in their news posts were also thematized 

(Table 24). 

 

Table 24. The Themes of the Frequently Used Verbs in the Corpora of Rappler 

Themes (Filipino women politicians as...) Verbs 

Unworthy to be heard directly says/saying/said, asked, call, tells 

Humorless Harridan make, hits, want, accuses 

Mother trust, files/filed, asked, offered, urges, 

decide, give 

Weak and Purposeless denies 
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b. Emergent Frames 

As part of its objectives, this study also documented the emergent frames to which 

the female Filipino politicians were afflicted with. Given that the literature discussing 

how such politicians are portrayed in press coverage is sparse, this study aims to 

contribute to the paradigm of politics, media, and women, that is specially delimited to 

the Philippine setting. Through textual analysis, the researchers found that women - aside 

from the pre-existing frames explored by different studies - were also portrayed as 

Martyrs and Supported Leaders. 

Political Martyrs 

In some of the articles collected in the study, the female politicians were framed 

as individuals who have sacrificed themselves for a greater cause that typically benefits 

the Filipino people. Rappler, for example, published an article with the headline “The 

public trial of Leila de Lima,''. Rappler, through its caption, added that “...the past 3 

months have been a political whirlwind for [her]”, and, as contained in its subheadline, 

consequently “lists down all the accusations made against [her]”. As such, the politician 

in question was framed as an individual who was a relative “minority” (not to be defined 

in its technical term) in the political arena. Despite being a minority, however, the senator 

was portrayed as a politician whose sacrifices were instrumental for democracy.  

Satisfying the argument of Yunjuan and Xiaoming (2007) that analyses of media 

portrayal must be done in recognition of the political and cultural climates of the society, 

the existence of the Martyr frame, in this particular example. may be attributed to how 

both Senator de Lima and Rappler are known critiques of the government. Overall, the 

Martyr frame - similar to the Mother portrayal - denotes that the female politicians are 
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protective of democracy and are willing to sacrifice themselves for its betterment. The 

frame also had an undertone that the politicians have manifested instrumental political 

actions, as opposed to being merely portrayed as passive and dependent (Winship 1980; 

Whipple & Courtney 1980: Prieler & Centeno, 2013; Friedan, 1963; Franzwa, 1974; 

Holland, 1998. Dominick & Rauch, 1972; Ferrante, Haynes & Kingsley, 1988).  

 

Supported Leaders 

Some articles also portrayed the female politicians as leaders who are recipients 

of support. This support came from the voting public as shown in news articles about 

surveys, such as in “Robredo… enjoy high trust ratings”, “Villar tops SWS survey on 

Senate race”, “Robredo…  enjoy majority approval, trust of Filipinos – survey”, and “De 

Lima on TIME list of most influential people”. Similarly, the support can also come from 

other political figures, such as in “Robredo gets assurance from AFP, Defense bosses”, 

and “Grace Poe, 6 other bets draw support of FPJ group”. Similar to the Martyr frame, 

the Support-worthy frame contained an undertone that the female politicians have 

manifested political action for them to be recognized and to elicit such support. However, 

the framing of Filipino women politicians as individuals who worth are worthy of support 

can suggest how they are seen as breakthroughs or unconventional leaders, as noted by 

the likes of Norris (1997) and Ette (1997).  

While these frames may arguably contribute to the positive portrayal of female 

Filipino politicians, it must be noted that they were used relatively sparsely.  
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c. Dominant Frames across News Headlines 

News outlets had a significant difference on how they used frames when reporting 

on women politicians (χ2 (14, N = 390) = 31.055, p = 0.005, V = .200). Table 25 below 

shows that the most used frame is the Humorless Harridan frame with 38.46%, followed 

by the Mother frame with 20.26% and the Decorative frame with 17.95%. 

The Humorless Harridan frame was the most used frame across all outlets 

(38.5%). However, Manila Bulletin had a significantly higher usage of the Mother frame 

compared to the other outlets. Inquirer.net on the other hand used the Weak and 

Purposeless frame more than MB and Rappler.com. Inquirer.net on the other hand, used 

the Weak and Purposeless frame the most unlike the other two outlets. 

Providing support to the findings of O’Neill and colleagues (2015), next to the 

Humorless Harridan frame was the Mother frame with about 1 out of 5 (20.3%) 

Facebook news headlines used the said frame. The Weak and Purposeless Frame also 

had a huge percentage with 18% (see Table 25). 

While Rappler, Inquirer, and Manila Bulletin may not have adhered to using the 

same frame in covering female politicians, the portrayal they afflicted such politicians 

with are still generally problematic. As such, this manifests congruence with the vast 

amount of literature which have echoed that women politicians are still recipients of 

stereotyped, prejudiced, and trivialized coverage by the news media through framing 

(Kahn, 1994; Kahn & Goldenberg, 1991; Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011; Caroll & 

Schreiber, 1995; Falk, 2008; O’Neill et al, 2015).  

Table 25 Frame Used in News Reports with Female Politicians (N=390) 

  News Outlet 
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Frame Sample 

(N=390) 

Inquirer.net 

(n = 135) 

Manila 

Bulletin 

(n=126) 

Rappler.com 

(n=129) 

F % F % F % F % 

Humorless Harridan 150 38.5 50 37.0 52 41.3 48 37.2 

Mother 79 20.3 16 11.9 38 30.2 25 19.4 

Weak and Purposeless 70 18.0 37 27.4 12 9.5 21 16.3 

Martyr 22 5.6 7 5.2 6 4.8 9 7.0 

Ambitious Woman 20 5.1 4 3.0 8 6.4 8 6.2 

Emotionally Fragile 20 5.1 8 5.9 3 2.4 9 7.0 

Support-Worthy 15 3.9 8 5.9 3 2.4 4 3.1 

Family Woman 14 3.6 5 3.7 4 3.2 5 3.9 

Chi-square χ2 (14, N = 390) = 31.055, p = 0.005 

 

This study also found that Year posted is associated with the frames used (χ2 (21, 

N = 390) = 39.321, p = 0.009, V = 0.173). The Humorless Harridan frame was the most 

used frame over the years, but in 2016, there was a higher usage (28.2%) of the Weak and 

Purposeless frame and declined as time progresses. The Mother frame spiked in 2018 

with ¼ of news headlines published in that year using the said frame (see Table 26). 

The high prevalence of Humorless Harridan frame during 2016 can be attributed 

to the fact that the Senatorial elections for the country were held in that year. 

Furthermore, the prevalence of the said frame during 2016 and 2018 can also be 

attributed to the close media coverage given to Senator Leila de Lima, a known 

opposition of the current administration. The period of the senator’s trials for allegations 

made against her ran mostly in 2016, during which she was sometimes framed as Weak 

and Purposeless. In 2018, explaining the findings at hand, a number of articles were 

again devoted to her, as well as to the feud between Vice President Leni Robredo and 

candidate Bongbong Marcos. The female politicians in such articles were typically laden 

with the Humorless Harridan frame. 
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Table 26. Frame Used over the Years (N=390) 

Frame Sample 

(N=390) 

News Outlet 

2016 

(n=85) 

2017 

(n=115) 

2018 

(n=129) 

2019 

(n=61) 

F % F % F % F % F % 

Humorless Harridan 150 38.5 34 40.0 40 34.8 52 40.3 24 39.3 

Mother 79 20.3 11 12.9 22 19.1 33 25.6 13 21.3 

Weak and Purposeless 70 18.0 24 28.2 24 20.9 15 11.6 7 11.5 

Martyr 22 5.6 1 1.2 6 5.2 12 9.3 3 4.9 

Ambitious Woman 20 5.1 4 4.7 5 4.3 8 6.2 3 4.9 

Emotionally Fragile 20 5.1 6 7.1 8 7.0 2 1.6 4 6.6 

Support-Worthy 15 3.9 0 - 6 5.2 4 3.1 5 8.2 

Family Woman 14 3.6 5 5.9 4 3.5 3 2.3 2 3.3 

Chi-square χ2 (21, N = 390) = 39.321, p = 0.009 

 

Going beyond news institutions, there was a significant relationship between the 

frame used and the level of government position of the politician (χ2 (42, N = 390) = 

97.457, p < 0.01, V= 0.203). Different politicians received different types of frames. 

Using the argumentation of Entman (2007) and Entman and colleagues (2010), this 

finding posits that there is no bias in terms of using the same frames for the politicians, 

given that they were not portrayed homogeneously throughout the years. 

 

4. Audience Reception of Frames 

News posts that includes female politicians received an average of 341.98 

reactions (SD = 448.95), 134.48 comments (SD = 354.9), and 1158.41 shares (SD = 

1809.23). Generally, one-third (33.8%) of the news posts received likes as the most 
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common reaction from the netizens. The second most used reaction (31.0%) was the 

haha reaction, which implies that the post was perceived as funny or satirical. Almost one 

out of 5 (18.8%) of the new posts invoked anger with the angry reaction, while only a 

few of the news posts (1.6%) impressed the netizens to use the wow reaction (see Table 

27). 

  

Table 27. Facebook Reactions on Headline Posts (N=396) 

 Reaction F % 

Like 396 33.8% 

Haha 364 31.0% 

Angry 221 18.8% 

Love 146 12.4% 

Sad 27 2.3% 

Wow   19 1.6% 

 

a. Engagement  

The frame used had no significant relationship with the netizen’s engagement to 

news posts (reactions = F(7, N = 390) = 0.912, p = 0.497, comments = F(7, N = 390) = 

0.478, p = 0.851, shares = F(7, N = 390) = 1.046, p = 0.398). Variations in the use of 

frame did not affect the level of engagement of the netizens. However, Table 28 below 

shows which frames exceeded the average level of engagement and those that have 

received below average engagements. The frames Mother, Humorless Harridan, 

Ambitious Woman and Emotionally Fragile received above average engagements in all 

reactions, comments and shares. The Supported Leader frame also received an above 

average level of engagement in terms of reactions and share, but ironically, it did not 

engage netizens enough to comment (see Table 28). 

Table 28. Average Facebook Engagement across Frames  
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Frame Reactions Comments Shares 

Mother 356.10 146.67 1270.06 

Family Woman 183.86 66.07 871.50 

Humorless Harridan 356.87 153.01 1173.26 

Ambitious Woman 382.45 203.40 1989.35 

Emotionally Fragile 515.05 156.15 1347.85 

Decorative 300.40 120.21 918.60 

Supported Leaders 363.07 79.93 1245.33 

Martyr 260.82 53.18 763.23 

TOTAL AVERAGE 344.61 137.02 1166.77 

 F(7, N = 390) = 

0.912, p = 0.497] 

F(7, N = 390) = 

0.478, p = 0.851] 

F(7, N = 390) = 

1.046, p = 0.398] 

 

 Although the amount of reactions was high for five out of eight frames, the type 

of dominating reaction must be further explored. Congruent to the general data above, all 

of the frames were given the like, haha, and angry reactions. The Family Woman frame 

received the wow reaction as the third top reaction, while the Emotionally Fragile frame 

also received the love reaction (see Table 29). 

Table 29. Most Frequently Used Reaction per Frame 

Frame TOP 1 TOP 2 TOP 3 

Mother Like Haha Angry 

Family Woman Like Haha Angry/Wow 

Humorless Harridan Like Haha Angry 

Ambitious Woman Like Love Angry 

Emotionally Fragile Like Haha Angry/Love 

Decorative Like Haha Haha 

Supported Leaders Like Haha Angry 

Martyr Like Haha Angry 
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b. Civility  

The frame used also had no significant relationship with the netizen’s civility to 

news posts (F(7, N = 385) = 1.484, p = 0.171). Differences in the use of frames did not 

yield a significant difference in the means of the netizens’ level of civility. Indeed, the 

prominence of incivility finds congruence with the notion that discussions in news 

content tend to be relatively hostile (Pang, Ho, Zhang, Ko, Low, & Tan, 2016). 

  

Table 30. Level of Civility per Frame 

Frame N Mean Std. Deviation 

Family Woman 14 -0.57 1.453 

Support-Worthy 14 -0.79 1.122 

Ambitious Woman 20 -0.8 1.056 

Mother 79 -0.82 1.083 

Decorative 68 -0.94 .808 

Total 385 -0.97 .918 

Martyr 22 -1 .976 

Humorless Harridan 148 -1.1 .763 

Emotionally Fragile 20 -1.2 .696 

  F(7, N = 385) = 1.484, p = 0.171 

 

c. Subject Reception 

Although the frame variable was not significantly associated with the level of 

engagement and civility, it is no longer surprising that frame had a significant 

relationship with the politician or the position of politician (F(6, N = 394) = 3.028, p = 

0.007). The netizens were more likely to be less uncivil towards former politicians 

(Miriam Defensor-Santiago, Elenita Binay, Cory Aquino, and Imelda Marcos) and the 

member of the House of Representatives (Imelda Marcos, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, 

Loren Legarda, Gwendolyn Garcia, and Henedina Abad). Among the news posts, the 

mayors received the most uncivil comments (X = -1.25, SD = 0.989). 
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Table 31. Level of Civility per Government Position 

 N Mean Std. Deviation 

Congresswomen 10 -.10 1.287 

Former Politicians 6 -.17 1.722 

Governors 8 -.75 1.165 

Vice President 135 -.96 .884 

Senators 179 -1.03 .831 

Speakers 32 -1.09 .893 

Mayors 24 -1.25 .989 

F(6, N = 394) = 2.458, p = 0.007 

 

 

The amount of reactions and shares also had a significant relationship with the 

level of position (F(6, N =400) = 3.096, p = 0.006, and F(7, N = 390) = 1.046, p = 0.020 

respectively). Different politicians from different positions had significantly different 

amounts of reactions and shares. The Vice President (Leni Robredo) received the highest 

amount of reactions, comments and shares. 

Table 32. Engagement Level per Position 

Position Reactions Comment Shares 

Vice President 454.59 172.16 1608.72 

Senator 321.28 122.15 972.12 

Member, HoR 177.80 117.70 767.60 

Governor 128.00 75.90 599.10 

Mayor 248.63 126.83 899.21 

Speaker 192.64 83.00 688.42 

Former Politician 194.50 75.50 1564.17 

Total 341.98 134.49 1158.41 

 F(6, N =400) = 

3.096, p = 0.006 

F(6, N =400) = 

3.096, p = 0.819 

F(7, N = 390) = 

1.046, p = 0.020 

  

B. Discussion 

This section discusses the findings and interpretation of data from the previous 

section. The subsections are analyses and in-depth discussions of the data vis-a-vis the 
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articulated literature in the previous chapters. Going back to the inquiry on how women 

politicians are being presented and received in news headlines on Facebook, the 

subsequent discussion will lay down the answers based on the findings. 

Truly, female Filipino politicians are at risk of what O’Neill and colleagues 

(2016) label as “political death” (p. 298) given their lack of mediatized coverage by the 

digital press.  The inadequacy of visibility given to the politicians also echo Fountaine 

and McGregor (2002) concept of the symbolic annihilation, as indeed “instances of 

omission… continue despite greater political gains by women” (p. 6).  Furthermore, 

given that all of the news articles this study surveyed were under the National news 

section of the news outlets, the frequent coverage of the Filipino women politicians under 

the issue of “Personal matters” is problematic. Although their personal experiences are 

part of their political identities (O’Neill et al, 2015), this finding is congruent with 

previous studies that have found that the press tends to focus on the personal lives of 

women in politics (Carroll & Schreiber, 1997; Norris, 1997; Winfield; 1997; Adcock, 

2010; Ibroscheva & Stover, 2012). The findings likewise suggest a sensationalist and 

simplistic approach to covering the female Filipino politicians, hence supporting 

Gallagher (2004), given that they were seen more in personal matters than being covered 

in issues about health or education, for example. Filipino women politicians, therefore, 

are given insufficient coverage for the public to be more aware of their actions. 

In their already extremely limited amount of coverage, the Filipino women 

politicians are further trivialized through how they are framed. Such argument is 

exemplified by the most used frames by the press in covering them. As stated, the 

Humorless Harridan frame focuses on the characteristic of the politicians as ballsy, 
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Mother as caring, and Weak and Purposeless as spineless. Given that the news media is 

the primary source for information that are critical for the political behavior of the voting 

public (O’Neill et al, 2015; Ross & Byerly, 2004), the utilization of the press by these 

frames further robs the Filipino public of opportunities to see the political agendas of the 

female Filipino politicians, and such politicians the ability to communicate their 

achievements and platforms.  

The prevalence of the Humorless Harridan frame vis-à-vis the coverage of female 

Filipino politicians supports scholarly literature that have found that women (Cejka & 

Eagly, 1999; Deaux & Lewis, 1984; Diekman & Eagly, 2000; Spence et al, 1979, in Ray, 

2005) - and women politicians in particular (O’Neill et al, 2015; Lundell & Ekström & 

2008). More specifically, they are portrayed as nagging and whiny in relation to other 

politicians, especially to the males who are deemed to be the rightful politicians through 

the prevalent gender stereotypes perpetuated in society (Lazar, 2005). The latter 

argument holds in the Philippine society, as affirmed by the Feminist works of Eviota 

(1978) and Dionisio (1988).  Following this line of argumentation, the dominant 

employment of the frame further negatively compounds how female Filipino politicians 

are portrayed in the news. Through such frame, the politicians are seen to be challenging 

the socially-constructed mandate of submissiveness in relation to their sex (Eviota, 1978; 

Dionisio, 1988) as they manifest a masculine trait of being feisty instead (the common 

trope in Filipino is, “parang ‘di tunay na babae” or “unbecoming of a true woman”). As 

what is to be expected from the members of a postcolonial, postcapitalist, and patriarchal 

society, the Filipino news consumers - as active recipients of political and gendered 

information (Larsson, 2017) - consequently disapproved such framing that underscores 
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the women politicians’ dissonance and resistance in relation to the gender norms. As has 

been found in this study, news posts that framed Filipino women politicians as Humorless 

Harridans generally contained relatively higher cases of incivility. Furthermore, 

providing insights for their “emotional investments” (Larsson, 2017, p. 5), the Filipino 

consumers typically shared such posts and attributed them with the “Haha” and “Angry” 

reactions. These findings may provide evidence to the “indignation effect” (p. 12), 

wherein active recipients of news content find it relatively easier to share information that 

evokes anger as an emotional response. Larsson (2017), citing Goffman (1990), adds that 

“we might feel comfortable with presenting our online selves—our online front stage—as 

angry or upset over some societal malady,” (p. 13). Consequently, this study raises the 

possibility that the posts that were afflicted with the such reactions were easily shared by 

the Filipino consumers as their emotional investments of anger were relatively in-line 

with the status quo. That is, sharing and digitally expressing anger over news posts that 

contained norm-breaking Filipino women politicians — who are already prejudiced as 

“outsiders” and “breakthroughs” in the domain of Politics (Norris, 1997; Ette, 1997) and 

in the “male issues” (health, military, etc.) in which they were typically covered in  

(Wasburn & Wasburn, 2011; Carroll & Fox, 2006; Devitt, 1999; Heldman, 2009; 

Jamieson, 1995) — are acts that can be done with relative comfort as they are with 

respect to the status quo in the current misogynistic socio-political climate of the country 

under the Duterte regime. These click behaviors (Liu et al, 2010; Bakshy et al, 2015) of 

the online Filipino audience consequently affect the type of content that are proliferated 

in their respective echo chambers, further “validating” and intensifying the prevalent 

misogynistic ideologies ebbing in the Philippine society. Overall, the “preferred reading” 
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(Brown 1972, in Larsson, 2017) by the news media to the Filipino women politicians 

resonated - albeit in a negative manner - with the perspectives of the individuals who are 

exposed to the news posts investigated in this study. This manifests that whenever 

women in powerful positions become feisty, they are silenced and oppressed by the 

public’s expression of hate towards this attitude.  Hence, the findings nonetheless provide 

evidence that by submitting to the norms set by men, they are frowned upon even further 

by the voting public; women politicians are in a double bind after all (Dionisio, 1988). 

Similarly, the prevalence of the Mother frame finds congruence with previous 

gender and media literature that have explored the digital portrayal of women as 

“Affectionate, warm, compassionate, sensitive to others’ needs” (Ray, 2005, p. 57, citing 

Rosenwasser & Dean, 1989). Headlines such as “P-Noy sure Ninoy, Cory will give him 

thumbs up” and “Leni to voters: Don’t be afraid of the strong” frame the identities of the 

politicians as nurturing and protective of their citizens. This particular finding echoes 

Fountaine and McGregor (2002) who witted that, “[a] preoccupation with the maternal…  

status of women politicians is consistent with the concepts of trivialisation and 

condemnation when equivalent criteria are not applied, or used to judge, their male 

colleagues” (p. 5). Furthermore, the prominence of the Mother frame across the news 

posts supports previous findings exploring how women in politics tend to be portrayed as 

mother figures or naturally nurturing beings (Ibroscheva & Stover, 2012; Roces, 2000; 

Winfield, 1997; Adcock, 2010). Based on the findings of this study, it is evident that 

Filipino women in politics fail to escape what are socially-accepted as the ideal 

characteristics of individuals who rightfully belong to the domestic sphere.  
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Further compounding the negative framing of the Filipino women politicians in 

their limited coverage are the other elements of the news posts. Some of the verbs that are 

prominent across the corpus of texts further amplifies the frames being employed by the 

digital press. For example, the usage of “hits” in “De Lima laments SC ruling, hits 

‘Dutertism’” forwards and intensifies a Humorless Harridan frame. Bearing similarities 

to the arguments presented by western literature (Cejka & Eagly, 1999; Deaux & Lewis, 

1984; Diekman & Eagly, 2000; Spence et al, 1979, in Ray, 2005), women in the post-

capitalist Philippine society (Eviota, 1984) tend to be stereotyped as nagging and 

complaining. To this note, Baider (2018), citing Giora (2003), posits that “Indeed, the 

chosen lexical units are salient in the topical discourse either because of their frequency 

and familiarity in the public discourse (strong presence in the mainstream media), or 

because of their prototypicality and representativeness of the society and history under 

study” (p. 76). Hence, rooted from the analysis of the frame semantics conducted, this 

study attests to the argument of gender scholars that the news media as a dominant 

institution - through their lexicalization of news coverage on women politicians and aside 

from the images they employ - assumes a hegemonic nature in perpetuating gender 

stereotypes (Tolentino & Santos, 2014; Lazar, 2005; Baider, 2017; Ray, 2015). Another 

element of the news posts that amplify the frames the women politicians were afflicted 

with, aside from the lexical units, would be the type of shots used by the press in 

covering them as subjects in the images. The prominence of headshots that are typically 

done in close-ups can be a testament to how the female politicians are being portrayed as 

“a villain” (Lundell & Ekstrom, 2008, p. 899), an image that lies in the same tone as a 

harridan who is constantly expressing dissatisfaction. Afterall, it is argued that that the 
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visual portrayal of women in political news manifests complex gendering (Lundell & 

Ekstrom, 2008). These support the argument of previous literature that women politicians 

are portrayed by the entities of the press in sexist ways (Harmer and Wring 2013; O’Neill 

and Savigny 2014; Ross and Comrie 2011; Ross et al. 2013; Van Zoonen 2006, as cited 

in O’Neill et al, 2015).  

It must be noted, nonetheless, that the general portrayal of the Filipino women 

politicians – in terms of frames and valence - varies across outlets and across time. This 

can be explained by the literature of Lundell and Ekström (2008) in which they suggested 

that news outlets create narratives out of the political lives of women in politics, 

especially if they become part of scandals, downfalls, and the such. For example, after 

Senator Leila de Lima has arguably established herself as a firm opposition in 2016 to the 

Duterte regime, Rappler created a news article listing the accusations thrown against her 

under a news article with the headline “The public trial of Leila de Lima”. Consequently, 

de Lima was framed as a Martyr. A year later, she was then typically framed as a 

Humorless due to her prominent criticisms of Duterte; serving as evidence to this claim is 

Rappler’s publication with the headline “Digong vs Leila: A battle over death”. Applying 

Lundell and Ekstrom’s (2018) notions, senator Leila de Lima’s narrative in this small-

scale example manifests how she was depicted as a relative minority in the political 

sphere (a Martyr) who went on to become an even feistier senator (a Humorless 

Harridan). Consequently, this reflects Houston and colleagues’ (2012) argument that 

“new issues or events receive a great deal of attention at first and then attention to or 

interest eventually fades, thus resulting in a cycle of “waxing” and “waning” news 

coverage and public attention to specific news issues or events” (p. 602). Therefore, in 
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the context of this study, the shifts in how the politicians are portrayed and presented can 

be attributed to the “narratives” they were constructed to be in by the news outlets (Hall, 

1980; Katz, Blumler, and Gurevitch 1973; McQuail, Blumler; Lundell & Esktrom, 2008; 

Pak, 2016) in order to retain the attention and engagement of the audiences, and hence 

maintain profit (Houston et al, 2012).  Other factors that contribute to the storification of 

the Filipino women politicians would be the press organization’s norms and culture 

(Scheufele, 1999), the audience’s response to the Filipino women politicians and how 

they are presented (Tandoc, 2014), and the socio-political climate of the country 

(Yunjuan & Xiaoming, 2002). This argument of the study is further supported by the 

theorizing of Hall (1978) as he argued that Journalism always adheres to the demands of 

the marketplace. 

Aside from being depicted negatively in their already limited coverage through 

the frames and the lexical units employed by the press, this study has also found that 

female Filipino politicians are merely being indirectly quoted, or, for the greater part, are 

not quoted at all while they are continuously storified by the press. This echoes Kahn 

(1994) who argued that gender discourses in society make female politicians as less 

“legitimate” and hence make the press refrain from “[listening] and [reporting] their 

rhetoric more faithfully” (p. 167). Furthermore, this exhibits how women are continued to 

be seen as and made into “others” in the political sphere (Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988). 

As such, alluding to O’Neill and colleagues (2015), the issue of the Filipino women 

politicians’ words being vulnerable to distortion or misreporting has to be raised, 

especially in a digital, corporate-oriented press that thrives on engagements from users of 

different political leanings (Tandoc, 2014; Everett, 2001) who belong to different echo 
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chambers (Spohr, 2017; Bakshy, Messing, & Adamic, 2015; DeVito, 2017; Lavie et al, 

2010). The deliberate twisting of quotes is argued to be a common way of producing 

sensational headlines in order to attract engagement (Sreberny-Mohhamdi & Ross, 1996). 

A news post that features a Filipino woman in politics - an individual who is already 

prejudiced to be an outsider of the political realm (Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988) - who is 

seemingly blurting out sentiments that are questionable is very likely to generate a lot of 

feedback and engagement in the form of comments, shares, and reactions.  This study 

provides concrete evidence that the sensationalism of online news through the distortion 

of quotes especially from female politicians is highly prevalent in the ICTs, where most 

Filipino netizens only read the headlines (Agabin, 2013).  Strengthening these arguments 

are the results of the Corpus analysis this study also conducted. Based on the findings of 

the latter, the prominence of verbs that highlight indirect quotations (such as “says”, 

“cites”, “tells”, “hits”) provides further evidence as to how female politicians are being 

denied by the news media, as an institution in society (Lazar, 2005), to be heard directly. 

To this note, O’Neill and colleagues (2015) argued that “hearing from [the women 

politicians] is inextricably linked with the idea of overall visibility and respect for their 

views” (p. 300).  

Overall, given that the press generally depicts women politicians as Humorless 

Harridans who are feisty and aggressive, and as Mothers who are caring and nurturing, it 

can be argued that the Filipino women politicians are being represented in a “paradoxical 

characteristic” (Josue, 2015, p. 1). As such, the prominence of such frames provides 

support for the existence of the conceptualization of Filipino women being portrayed in 

the media - specifically politicians - as “dulcitas”. This concept is “a conflation of two 
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Spanish words namely dulce (which means sweet) and maldita (which means feisty)” 

(Josue, 2015, p.1). Whether this is an advantageous strategy employed by Filipino 

women politicians (Ross & Byerly, 2008) or an emergent journalistic practice of the news 

media that is reflective of gender discourses (rooting from Scheufele, 1999) should be 

further documented in the enterprise of research. However, the very paradoxical 

characteristic, as itself and in itself, manifests the concept of “double bind” as expounded 

by Dionisio (1988). The latter describes how women are reduced and pressured to 

conform to contradicting characteristics - that is, they are constantly being pressured by 

the gender stereotypes in the Phillippine society to retain their femininity while at the 

same time, to break gender norms to obtain political gains in the form of an increased 

amount of coverage. In other words, if manifesting a Humorless Harridan personality is a 

political strategy, then it could be argued that the female politicians are finding 

themselves in contradicting ends - they ought to appear strict and feisty (Cejka & Eagly, 

1999; Deaux & Lewis, 1984; Diekman & Eagly, 2000; Spence et al, 1979, in Ray, 2005; 

O’Neill et al, 2015; Lundell & Ekstrom, 2008) while not losing their submissive, 

nurturing, emotional, and mother-like identity (Winship 1980; Whipple & Courtney 

1980: Prieler & Centeno, 2013; Friedan, 1963; Franzwa, 1974; Holland, 1998. Dominick 

& Rauch, 1972; Ferrante, Haynes & Kingsley, 1988). Hence, this study provides 

evidence as to how the gender stereotyping in the postcapitalist and postcolonial 

Philippine society continue to reinforce the diffusion of the binary spheres - public and 

private. This is congruent with Socialist and Third World Feminist theorizing (Lazar, 

2005; Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988).  After all, “[male politicians] do not need to prove 
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that they inhabit... competences from the very beginning in the same way that women 

need to do” (Lundell & Ekström, 2008, p. 893).  

However, this study also recognizes that the gendering of women politicians vis-

à-vis the media is inherently complex. Lundell and Ekstrom (2008) and O’Neill and 

colleagues (2015) reminded and challenged scholars in the paradigms of gender, politics, 

and the news media to be keen of manifestations of resistance forwarded by the press, 

and the politicians themselves. The following discussions explore such recommendation. 

 Bearing similarities to the literature of O’Neill and others (2015), this study has 

found instances of the press’ indirect resistance to homogeneously biased reporting. 

Referring back to the findings, the storification of the women politicians by the press can 

also be interpreted as lack of “uniform bias” in terms of the frames and valence attributed 

to the politicians across the years and across outlets. Furthermore, the findings in relation 

to the author and the news content analyzed in this study challenge the general notion that 

male journalists rule news reporting in the domain of politics (Ross, Evans, Harrison, 

Shears, & Wadia, 2013, citing Ayers and Lawson 2011; Chambers, Steiner, and Fleming 

2004; Cochrane 2011; Rehkopf and Reinstadler 2011; Devitt, 2002; Cann & Mohr, 

2001). Similarly, with female journalists at the helm of writing news about female 

politicians as suggested in this study, this study raises the possibility that female Filipino 

journalists are slowly breaking the norm of being “pigeon-holed in… traditionally female 

story areas” (North, 2016, p.1).  The findings, however, can also raise the question of 

whether or not female journalists are niched in reporting only about female politicians. 

Such issue opens another opportunity for media and gender scholars to further document 

the role gender plays in media coverage of news. Furthermore, through the investigation 
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of how they were portrayed as subjects in the images used in the news posts, this study 

has also made explicit the “gendering” of the aforementioned politicians (Lundell & 

Ekstrom, 2008, p. 891). While the subject variables may amplify the frames used to the 

politicians, it has to be reiterated that they may work in two ways given that the visual 

gendering of female politicians is complex. Lundell and Ekstrom (2008) state that “The 

situated context of the woman in the photo may say something about how we are to 

perceive her status as a professional and competent woman,” (p. 894). To this note, the 

findings can also imply that the women in the news articles - as subjects or characters - 

are being depicted as “competent politician[s]” who are “strong and charismatic” 

(Lundell & Ekstrom, 2008, p. 894) through how they are visually presented in the news 

posts. Applying Lundell and Ekstrom’s (2008) bases, the solo prominence of the 

politicians in most images may depict a relatively higher position of power. Similarly, 

their typical portrayal in government offices highlight their proficiency as elected 

members of the state, while the prevalence of their headshots creates a stronger 

interpersonal relationship with the news consumers. Kang and Heo (2007, in Lundell & 

Ekström, 2008 p. 895) posit that “Camera shots imitate various interpersonal 

relationships which define the relationship between the visual’s object and the reader“. 

As such, how the politicians were depicted in the photos used in the news articles could 

provide a glimpse of their perceived power relations based on the ideologies carried by 

the journalists. After all, the news media reflects the dominant gender-related discourses 

in society (Tolentino & Santos, 2014; Lazar, 2005) while the journalists themselves 

assimilate the aforementioned dogmas (Meeks, 2013; Kahn, 1994). As such, an argument 

can be made that their competence as politicians are being positively depicted in the 
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media, and that there is no gender bias in terms of how the politicians were portrayed as 

subjects in the images. This is in a similar tone to Meeks (2013), Dimitrova and 

Connolly-Ahern (2007), Kolmer and Semetko (2009), and Pak (2016).   

Aside from the resistance manifested by the press and the authors, the politicians 

are also embodying such action.  Lundell & Ekstrom (2008) reminds that the emphasis on 

the femininity of women politicians “may work in two ways, both for and against [them]” 

(p. 899). The following discussion explores how such emphasis works in their favor. 

Recently, scholars in the paradigm of gender, media, and politics, such as the 

aforementioned authors, have challenged the dominant conceptualization of the state of 

female politicians in relation to the press. Manifesting their arguments, it may be argued 

that the embodiment of a Humorless Harridan identity favors the politicians.  This is in 

recognition of how media and gender studies tend to resort to the conclusion that women 

politicians are, in most cases – if not all –, sexualized, and trivialized by the male gaze. 

This finding reiterates the possibility that the female politicians are breaking the socially-

constructed gender norms (Glasser, 1997; Eviota, 1978; Dionisio, 1988) and are making 

them malleable such that they obtain political gains - in this case, they tend to be given 

more coverage if they manifest the Humorless Harridan identity. Ross and Byerly (2004) 

have explored the “strategies which women themselves have developed to try and 

maximize their publicity – the oxygen of any politician – whilst at the same time 

minimizing intrusions into their personal and family lives” (p. 10). Hence, this finding, if 

applied a different interpretation, challenges the arguments of past studies that have 

found that women are usually portrayed as playing passive, submissive, and dependent 

roles (Winship 1980; Whipple & Courtney 1980: Prieler & Centeno, 2013; Friedan, 
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1963; Franzwa, 1974; Holland, 1998. Dominick & Rauch, 1972; Ferrante, Haynes & 

Kingsley, 1988). This may also be attributed to Rhode’s (1995) argument that the 

portrayal of women has changed across the years due to protests from the feminist 

movement and the general socio-economic changes that have transpired. This may be 

evidenced by the country’s substantial gender-related achievements which are 

highlighted by the 2018 Global Gender Gap Report of the World Economic Forum as 

discussed in the first chapter of this study.   

In sum, while it is relatively easy to bat and hit the press as an institution in 

society that deliberately reinforces oppressive gender stereotypes, one must not forget 

that they are merely pawns of the wider capitalist and postcolonial context of the 

Philippine society. This argument echoes the tenets of Third World and Socialist 

Feminism. Due to the gender division of labor, Filipino men are seen to be the heads of 

the households who are privileged to have access to the majority of the public domain. As 

such, they have had the ability to form networks of political power, and the entitlement to 

be the rightful political leaders of the country. Filipino women, on the other hand, remain 

confined to the domestic sphere. In instances where they are elected in political positions, 

they are seen to be relative breakthroughs and are expected to behave according to what 

is deemed rightful of their nurturing and submissive beings. This narrative has been 

etched into the Philippine soil ever since the country has been colonized by the West and 

has consequently been socialized into their ideologies. There is “power” in political 

positions, but the findings of this study have shown that women, who are supposedly “in 

power”, are still not equally powerful as men. The power of women politicians is 

hampered by the biases of media institutions to the preferred reading of its audience who 
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are also socialized and conditioned to patriarchal ideologies. While the country has 

female politicians who coexist with male politicians today, it is alarming that they are 

either not visible in action or are frowned upon when they speak. Hence, it may seem 

normal and acceptable to put female politicians in narratives and in images that trivialize 

them, and to cheat them of their right to be heard as equally as males. The Philippine 

press, once deemed the freest in Asia, submits to its identity as a corporate leverage that 

tends to be adhere to the vicious system of gender inequality and oppression. Therefore, 

the systemic patriarchal ideologies that trap institutions and women away from their 

emancipation still remain as hurdles to an inclusive societal development. 



 

CHAPTER VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

A. Summary 

 The first section of this study’s analysis problematized the visibility of the 

Filipino women politicians. Congruent with the findings of previous studies in the 

intersecting paradigms of gender, media, and politics, this study found that the 

aforementioned politicians were only given a small amount of coverage across the news 

articles compared to other categories. This suggests that the voting public are given only 

limited opportunities to see Filipino women in the political domain. Consequently, they 

are further conditioned to see the public domain as belonging to men.  Furthermore, in 

almost half of the news articles that featured female Filipino politicians, no quotations 

were used. To a relatively large extent, they were more likely to be indirectly than 

directly quoted. As such, the words of the Filipino women are at risk of being 

sensationalised and distorted in order to further generate engagement and profit. The 

prominence of the verbs expressing indirect quotations across the corpora of the words 

employed by the news outlets across their posts support this argument. Similarly, while 

they were most commonly covered in issues relating to Politics, this could only be 

expected given that the category of news this study studied were under the National news 

section. Furthermore, Filipino women politicians were covered more in personal matters 

than issues pertaining to education, health, and national security for example. As such, 

the Filipino voting public are further robbed of opportunities to see the female politicians 

in actual work. Furthermore, when it comes to their visibility as subjects in the image 

used, they were typically portrayed as Solo in terms of prominence, Head only in terms of 

body shown, and Government offices in terms of setting. While this may suggest that 
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Filipino women politicians are being portrayed as competent, their visual portrayal as 

subjects in the images can also be a tool that amplifies their portrayals, to speak with 

Lundell and Ekström (2008).  

 Investigating the emergent themes and the frames employed by the press in 

covering Filipino women politicians was the aim of the second section of analyses in this 

study. Accordingly, this study found that female Filipino politicians were typically 

portrayed as feisty Humorless Harridans. The second most prominent framing for them 

would be as Mothers, where they were portrayed as nurturing and caring individuals; 

closely following the latter frame would be their portrayal as Weak and Purposeless 

politicians. Given the research gap in terms of Philippine-bound framing studies 

regarding politics, this section of the study also aimed to explore the emergent frames 

through which female politicians were portrayed; as such, it was found that they can also 

be depicted as Martyrs and Support-Worthy leaders; however, these frames were used 

relatively sparsely. Hence, despite already being recipients of a limited amount of 

coverage, Filipino women politicians - for the greater part - are further trivialized through 

how they are negatively framed. It must be noted, moreover, that these frames varied 

across outlets and time, hinting that Filipino women politicians are storified by the press 

depending on the latter’s organizational culture, the current socio-political landscape of 

the country in question, and the feedback of the audience. Both frames and valence 

manifested a significant relationship with the year when the articles were published.  

 The third section of analysis provides a more in-depth discussion of the authors-

journalists that covered the women politicians in their respective articles. Results indicate 

that almost half the news articles selected in the study were written by female journalists, 
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congruent with a vast literature. This finding confirms that journalists are more likely to 

write about politicians of their same gender. However, this study found that there were no 

significant relationships between the gender of the author and the frame used, the valence 

attributed to politicians, and how the politicians were portrayed as subjects in the images. 

The lack of bias in these aspects consequently raise the possibility that the press and the 

journalists are manifesting a form of resistance in through these manners.   

As part of the study’s framework, exploring the reception of the news posts by the 

audience was the objective of the last part of the study’s analysis. No relationships were 

found between the frame used and engagement as well as civility. Nonetheless, it must be 

noted that the frames of Mother, Humorless Harridan, Ambitious Woman and 

Emotionally Fragile received above average engagements. Furthermore, it was found that 

there was a significant relationship between frame and the politician or the position of the 

politician, and between engagement and the position of the politician as well. Overall, 

this study confirms that the discussions present in news regarding politics are generally 

uncivil. In the grander narrative, the lack of civility across such posts testify to how 

women politicians are still considered to be “others” of the country’s political sphere. In 

addition, such incivility can also be attributed to how the Filipino women politicians were 

typically covered in “male issues” such as national security and military affairs, and to 

how this norm-breaking behavior was further compounded by their typical depiction as 

feisty individuals.  Similarly, the prevalence of the “Haha” and “Angry” reactions across 

the news posts that contained trivializing depictions of the Filipino women politicians 

provide further testament to the “indignation effect” theorized by Larsson (2017, p. 12). 

In other words, the Filipino audiences found it relatively easy to express their anger over 
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the women politicians whom they perceived to be outsiders. Consequently, the posts 

proliferated in their respective echo chambers cement hegemonic, patriarchal 

stereotyping. 

 

B. Conclusion 

 It has been 41 year since media and feminist scholar Gaye Tuchman theorized the 

concept of “Symbolic annihilation” to investigate how women politicians are trivialized 

and ommitted in news coverage.  This study - echoing the narratives forwarded by a vast 

landscape of studies - argues that instances of the “othering” of women politicians as 

evidenced by their mediatized depiction are still prevalent, even more so in a post-

capitalist, post-colonial Philippine society.  

 In its objective to document the interplay between the portrayal of female Filipino 

politicians and the dynamics of gendered discourses, this mixed-method study applied the 

recommendations of Gidengil and Everitt (1999) in conducting studies in the paradigm of 

women, politics, and media; as such, it explored the visibility - or lack thereof - of 

Filipino women politicians, how they are covered, and how intricate and seemingly trivial 

forms of gender biases manifest themselves across the news media. 

 Similar to the work of O’Neill and colleagues (2016), the findings of this study 

reveal a varying picture of the mediatized representation of Filipino women politicians in 

news posts under the National news section of Rappler, Inquirer, and Manila Bulletin.  

Firstly, this study found that the politicians were not represented homogeneously, as the 

frames and valence attributed to them varied across the journalists and news outlets, and 

across time. As stated in the previous chapters, this may serve as a strong evidence that 
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women politicians are being placed in story-like narratives throughout their political 

journey by the press and that frame-changing is employed so as to “wax” and “wane” 

news content, as theorized by previous studies. Similarly, albeit it may be attributed to 

the section under which the news posts were collected through web scraping, the 

politicians were mainly covered in news regarding Politics. It must be noted, however, 

that such issue includes conflicts between and among the women politicians and other 

political entities, and this may further compound the Filipino women politicians as 

querulous, congruent with what is deemed typical of their gender. Similarly, the portrayal 

of the politicians as subjects in the images used in the news posts highlight their 

competency, as they were typically seen in solo, headshots typically in government 

offices. As has been found by O’Neill and colleagues (2016), these findings may hint that 

the press and the journalists are manifesting a form of resistance in these aspects. Thus, 

the encoding layer, to speak with Hall (1973; 1980), may raise an argument that the news 

outlets, together with their authors, are not fully perpetuating hegemonic ideologies by 

not being homogeneous in their coverage of women politicians.  

 Overall, however, the coverage of the Filipino women politicians in most aspects 

still require rectification. In relation to the “message”, based on the findings of this 

academic work, the “preferred reading” (Hall, 1973) endorsed by the news outlets adhere 

to the social constructions of what a Filipino woman ought to be. While this study 

suggests that the organizational level can be of a stronger influence compared to the 

journalist level, congruent with Scheufele (1999), the news outlets investigated in this 

study periodically resorted to sexist coverage, despite not being uniform in their portrayal 

of the politicians. As stated, Filipino women politicians are dominantly portrayed as 
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Humorless Harridans. Such frame echoes the social construction of Filipino women in 

the media as noisy dulcitas.  If the portrayal of the female politicians as harridans was a 

communication strategy, then it could highlight O’Neill and others’ (2016) proposition 

that female politicians are strategizing ways in order to be more visible. Furthermore, the 

politicians were also portrayed as Mothers, supporting the premise that the media tend to 

be preoccupied with their personal lives and their maternal statuses as nurturing 

individuals. Even though the Mother frame may be perceived as a portrayal that is more 

in-line with the construction of women as nurturing beings, Filipino women politicians 

who employ it as a communication strategy are at risk of being covered less compared to 

those who embody the Humorless harridan personality.  Furthermore, the reluctance of 

the press to directly quote the politicians intensifies the possibility that their voices 

remain unheard and distorted and amplifies the cognition that they are under the mercy of 

the press in terms of how they will be received by the public. Thusly, this research finds 

evidence that the words of Filipino women politicians are at risk of being misreported 

and distorted in headlines, a phenomenon that ought to be made explicit as the profit-

oriented press is generally hostile towards them. Similarly, this is a reflection of how 

women politicians are not given the ideal opportunity by the press to raise their profiles. 

The prevalence of verbs that suggest indirect quotations based on findings of the Corpus 

linguistics analysis this study conducted support this argumentation. Indeed, lexical 

choices employed by the press manifest their strategies of framing women, and how the 

patriarchal ideologies in society are perpetuated through the texts that news consumers 

encounter. After all, Baider (2018) posits that “the notion of frame is grounded in our 
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cognitive and epistemological knowledge, which has been formed by our previous 

(linguistic and non-linguistic) experiences” (p. 75).   

 Lastly, in terms of how the news posts were “decoded” as texts, the study affirms 

the findings of previous literature that discussions related to the realm of politics tend to 

be uncivil, and that the emotional investments given by the audience through the 

reactions and comments are generally negative. For example, the prevalent portrayal of 

the Filipino women politicians as gutty and defiant harridans were particularly critiqued 

by the news audiences. This can be attributed to how such portrayal challenges the social 

construction of an ideal Filipino woman as a submissive individual and suggests that the 

Filipino audiences are actively rectifying the politicians in terms of how they should act 

according to their sex - yielding and compliant. While the Filipino women politicians are 

being portrayed as dulcitas, it is apparent that the audiences prefer the “dulce” identity as 

evidenced by the prevalence of a lesser intensity of incivility in posts containing the 

Mother frame compared to those that contain the Humorless harridan.  Hence, cognizant 

of the dominant ideological status quo under the Duterte regime, the news consumers 

found it relatively easy to afflict the posts with the “Haha” and “Angry” reactions and to 

share them to their timelines. The creation of “echo chambers” that saturates the news 

feeds of Filipino news consumers with the trivialized portrayals of the politicians may 

further compound the hegemonic ideologies that cement the status of the latter as mere 

“others”. Overall, the lack of civility across the news posts regarding the Filipino women 

politicians exhibit how they tend to be considered as outsiders of the political sphere, 

congruent with the arguments of Third World and Socialist Feminism.  
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 If, as scholars in the paradigm of ICTs suggest, the new media is the emergent 

source for political information, and that Inquirer, Rappler, and Manila Bulletin are some 

of the most widely-consumed outlets in the latter category, then it could be argued that 

Filipino news consumers are mostly exposed to news posts that, for the greater part, 

further reinforce hegemonic ideologies and that narrow what the political identities of 

Filipino women ought to be.   

Reflective of the ideologies brought about by capitalism and postcolonialism, in a 

press briefing held on November 19, 2019, President Duterte told Vice President 

Robredo, “Before you open your mouth, kindly think”. Hence, Filipino women 

politicians are being run to the ground by powerful institutions in a patriarchal Philippine 

society - the government and the press -, and the society itself. After all, the women 

politicians - using the data in the study as the premise - are already outsiders in two 

contexts: the “male issues”, and the domain of politics itself. They are forced to conform 

to standards set by male politicians, but at the same time, are mocked greviously in the 

online sphere if they do so for not acting in line with what is arbitrarily deemed 

appropriate for their sex.  In a time where the political and social environment of the 

country manifests blatant sexism and misogyny, and in a society where the public are 

constantly being conditioned to welcome men as the rightful individuals in politics and 

consequently silence women and reduce them as spineless naggers, the press’ fulfillment 

of their role as the vanguards of democracy is timelier today than yesterday, but not as 

quite as much as tomorrow.  



 

CHAPTER VII. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 

A. Theoretical Issues 

This study aims to contribute to the relatively small body of Feminist literature 

bound to postcolonial and post-capitalist Third world societies.  Based on the premise 

that scholars should further document the dynamics of gender ideologies using class and 

race as layers, this study analyzed the depiction of female politicians by three of the most 

widely consumed news outlets in the country through the Framing theory. Given that the 

frames used in the analyses were typically of Western literature, they were contextualized 

to the setting of the study. Through its qualitative analyses, two emergent frames were 

found, Martyrs and Support-Worthy leaders. Furthermore, by conducting a Corpus 

analysis, the study was able to provide a more holistic view of how lexical units amplify 

the frames employed by the press.  

 The study also contributes to the growing body of literature that document the 

diffusion of news content in the digital sphere, specifically in Facebook. Majority of the 

work in the enterprise of research problematize the coverage of women politicians vis-a-

vis politics in the traditional media. By applying a Feminist lens, the researchers found 

the present danger of cementing patriarchal ideologies online, as the echo chambers of 

Filipino Facebook users are saturated with news posts that depict women politicians in 

trivializing ways. 

  Overall, the theories employed by the study were able to lay the foundation for 

the analyses and discussions undertaken in the study. However, given conditional 

differences in the literature used in building the operational framework, some of the 

arguments were contextualized to the parameters and setting of this study. Hence, these 
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can be used by future studies in the enterprise of Third World Feminism and political 

communication.  

 

B. Methodological Issues 

The main method of acquiring data samples for this study was through web 

scraping. Unlike the manual method of collecting data from print newspapers by using 

keywords to search for articles, this methodology was able to get a wider universe of the 

data. One of the major issues, however, was the availability of the online archive from the 

website where the data will be scraped from. Only hard news were collected but it will be 

another enriching insight to gather other genres of articles that are not limited to the 

National News section of news websites.   

For future studies, it is recommended to fill the gaps of the research methodology 

such as the use of data on male politicians as well to be able to accurately compare and 

contrast significant differences across gender representation and portrayal. It is also 

recommended to further enrich the insights on this particular topic using an in-depth 

interpretivist approach or using historical data to better understand the underlying cultural 

context as to why and how Filipino women politicians are framed differently from that 

from the Western context. Future qualitative endeavors may use Covar’s (1991) 

Pilipinolohiya, for example. 

 

C. Practical Implications 

The earlier chapters have established that there is still misrepresentation and lack 

of representation in the media coverage of women politicians. In analyzing the presence 
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of women in media, it is not only limited to the frequency of being seen, but the quality 

of circumstances under which they are being covered. Although the number of women in 

politics is significantly lower compared to men, the lack of representation is dangerous to 

the worldview of audiences in gender equality in the realm of political power. 

Furthermore, the portrayal in a negative light is a clear manifestation of two things – 1) 

women are still unwelcome in the electoral politics and are marginalized in political 

decision making; 2) there is a negative image of a powerful woman that perpetuates in 

the society that limits them from actualizing their political power. 

The frames that have a significant relationship on reception can contribute to 

one’s worldview that women in politics are indeed “Humorless Harridans”, “Weak and 

Purposeless”, and as pure and delicate as “Mothers”. However, this must be noted in 

recognition of the argument of Tandoc (2014) that media institutions, as business 

institutions, manufacture news with heavy consideration on how the audiences receive 

them. Following this line of thought, this implies that the frames used in news articles are 

also the frames that are expected to be seen by the audience. Going back to the nature of 

the medium, Facebook, which has an algorithm that puts it users in echo chambers, these 

relationships may become a social loop that may be a hurdle to the progress of women 

empowerment in the Philippines. On a more positive note, the findings have shown that 

media institutions attempt to be the fourth estate through interventions. 

Despite the social context, news institutions still struggle to deviate from the 

sexist stereotypes and framing to counterbalance the misogynist realities of the current 

times. There is no such thing as absolute objectivity, but the challenge for media to strive 

to be objective and trustworthy becomes stronger with the rise of challenges that comes 
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with emergent communication technologies. Facebook algorithms and echo chambers can 

divide people and establish their own different perspectives towards similarly framed 

issues. 

News media institutions have migrated to a new medium because of rapid 

technological advancements in communication. News is consumed more passively through 

social media compared to the more active consumption in print or television. Although 

there are dedicated news websites and even Facebook pages for news to be consumed 

online, it is recommended to have a platform where all news institutions converge and be 

available for consumption even if it is not being subscribed to. In such a way, differences 

in frames per institution will not be enclosed in one echo chamber but will rather be 

exposed to all users. If possible, this platform may also be integrated to social networking 

sites such as Facebook just like how marketplaces as online shopping platforms are 

incorporated in it. 

The call for media literacy and adherence to the journalism code of ethics also 

comes as a recommendation from this study. But together with human agencies, 

technological advancements must be incorporated in media developments for a more 

inclusive society. 
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CODEBOOK  

Gendered Frames in Facebook News Headlines  

about Filipino Women Politicians   
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INSTRUCTIONS: Code news elements in the coding sheet provided. Follow the coding 

scheme below with definitions and instructions for each variable. 

 

LIST OF VARIABLES 

News Background 

001. News Outlet 

002. Date Posted 

003. Name of Author 

004. Gender of Author 

 

Content Variables 

005. News Texts 

006. Central Issue 

007. Quotation 

008. Graphics 

 

 

 

Main Actors 

009. Institution 

010. Valence 

011. Group Composition 

012. Politicians 

 

Subject Variables 

013. Position 

014. Gender 

015. Prominence 

016. Attire 

017. Body Shown  

018. Setting 

019. Frame Used 

Reception Variables 

020. Engagement 

021. Reactions 

022. Civility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

NEWS ATTRIBUTES 

 

001. NEWS OUTLET 

Definition: Name of the source or the publisher of the news article. 

Values: 

1 – Inquirer.net 

2 – Manila Bulletin 

3 – Rappler.com 

4 – Philippine Star 

 

002. DATE POSTED 

Definition: The date when the article was shared or posted in the news outlet’s Facebook 

page.  

Values: (MM/DD/YY) 

 

003. AUTHOR/BYLINE 

Definition: The name of the writer of the article  

Instruction: Write it in full name or as it appears in the text, starting with the first name. 

Ex. Juan Dela Cruz 

 

004. GENDER OF AUTHOR 

Definition: The assumed gender of the author as implied in name or other indicators in 

the article. If the name of the author is in initials or there is no clue of gender or 

institution, code them as Cannot be determined. 

1 – Male 

2 – Female 

3 – Corporate Author 

4 – Cannot be determined 

999 – No Author 

 

 

*** 

 

 

CONTENT ATTRIBUTES 

 

005. NEWS TEXTS 

Definition: The exact copy of the whole headline, subheadline, headline (as it appears on 

Facebook) and Facebook caption. Input 999 if there is none for each item.  
 

The News Outlet Headline refers the title text of the report.  

The text below the is the News Outlet Subheadline. 

The FB Caption refers to the accompanying text in the FB post.  



 

 

 

Picture Text refers to the digitally placed texts in images. 

 

Instruction: Simply copy and paste the specified texts as a string value to the designated 

cell. 

 005.1 News Outlet Headline 

 005.2 News Outlet Subheadline 

 005.3 FB Caption  

005.4 Picture Text 

 

 

006. CENTRAL ISSUE [MR] 

Definition: The domain or issue as the main topic of the news headline, not the photo. 

Instructions: Write the number code of the issue is present in the topic. You can only 

select at most three issues. If there is less than three, code 999 for the succeeding 

columns. If there are central issues not included in the list below, type them as string in 

the 4th column; else, code 999. 

 

 

1. Politics are news reports generally about politics. This may be about the 

filing of candidacy, the elections or conflict among or between politicians. 

This also includes the stands of politicians on certain issues involving 

other politicians. 

2. Foreign affairs are matters that concern the relationship with other nations 

and institutions concerning policy or international relationship. As long as 

there is a mention of another country, the article would fit this. 

3. Migrant Workers are issues concerning OFWs, laws about OFWs, etc.   

4. Infrastructure include news regarding construction, housing, MRT/LRT 

issues, buildings, establishments, traffic etc. 

5. Children/Childcare include concerns on the welfare, development, and 

interests for the benefit of children.  

6. Health pertains to issues that may affect or are related to the Filipinos’ 

mental and/or physical condition. This may also include matters that 

revolve around relevant health institutions that are important in the 

citizens’ healthcare. Reports pertaining to personal health matters of the 

subject are not included.  

7. Education concerns the educational development of the youth. This 

domain also includes matters that talk about educational institutions, 

educational system, and student.  

8. Environment and agriculture matters include topics that are about the 

country’s national resources in an environmental and/or agricultural sense. 



 

 

 

(E.g. If a news emphasizes the environmental advocacy or matters 

forwarded by a politician, it is included in this category.)  

9. Economic matters are strictly those which talk about the current economic 

state of the country or government institutions. Reports on the funding, 

inflation, prices, exchange rates, poverty issues, etc. are also included.  

10. National security matters are topics on safety and security of the citizens 

against threats, disasters, attacks, from external stakeholders or natural 

forces to safeguard the national interests which include, among others, the 

protection of the people, their ways of life, welfare and well-being. This 

may also include news about crime, police, war on drugs, relief operations 

during disasters, tanim-bala issues, and the like. 

11. Military affairs cover reports related to the armed forces and their 

development, training, and combat employment, as well as those related to 

the preparation of the defense of the population against the incident of a 

war. Issues about coup d’états are included.    

12. Personal matters are news reports that concerns the personal lives of the 

central character in the news headline, including family issues. This 

includes the messages of politicians to their fans/non-fans, their health, 

personal agendas.  

 

007. PRESENCE OF QUOTATION 

Definition: Directly quoting politicians is done by putting the verbatim words in the 

headline, using quotation marks as indicators, while indirect quoting means getting the 

context of the statement but not the exact words.  

 

Direct quotations include whole phrases, sentences, clauses, single words as long as it 

is put in between single (‘) or double (“) quotation marks.  

 

Indirect quotations use colons or verbs expressing quotation (said, told, described, 

etc) 

Values: 

0 - No quotation used 

1 – Direct quotation from female 

2 – Indirect quotation from female 

3 – Direct quotation from male 

4 – Indirect quotation from male 

999 – Not applicable 

 

 

008. PRESENCE OF GRAPHICS 

Definition: The presence or absence of images in the Facebook post regarding the news 

article. 

Instruction: Input 0 if the post has no images, and 1 if there is.  



 

 

 

Values:  

0 - No image attached 

1 - News post has an image or graphics 

 

*** 

 

 

MAIN ACTORS 

 

009. INSTITUTION MENTIONED 

Definition: Name of institutions mentioned in the news article. 

Instructions: Put the name of the institution as mentioned in the report.  

 

 

010. VALENCE  

Definition: Tone of the news headline, as well as the caption, with respect to the 

institutions mentioned therein. Only consider the main institution in the news report. The 

tone used will be considered positive if the news contributes positively to the image or 

credibility of the institution or the politician, negative if it invokes negative perception 

towards the female politician, and neutral if the tone is neither of the two.  

10.1 - Valence to Institution 

10.2 to 10.4 - Valence to Politician 

 

Values: 

-1 – Negative 

0 – Neutral 

1 – Positive 

 

011. GROUP COMPOSITION 

Definition: The number of people who are inside the photo in relation to the presence of a 

crowd or audience. If there is no audience/crowd in the picture, even if it is implied that 

there are, do not encode the crowd. Similarly, disregard individuals in the picture who are 

blurred. 

 

DO NOT CONSIDER CROWDS/CIVILIANS AS GROUPS, EVEN IF THEY ARE 

NEXT TO THE POLITICIANS. Members of GROUPS include photographers, 

journalists, family members of the politicians, police, soldiers, etc.   

Instruction: Count the people in the photo and identify the existence of a crowd or 

audience. 

Values: 

0 – No person 

1 – Solo 

2 – Solo with crowd 

3 – Pair  

4 – Pair with crowd 

5 – Group 



 

 

 

6 – Group with crowd 

7 – Family  

8 – Family with crowd  

9 – Civilian/s Only 

999 – Not Applicable 

 

012. POLITICIANS 

Definition: Names of Filipino politician/s included in the photo. A politician is someone 

elected, not appointed. 

Instruction: Put the full name the politician in the photo starting with the first name. You 

can list at most three.  Include the politician if he or she was mentioned in the headline 

or present in the photo but prioritize those whose names are mentioned in the headline. 

 

*** 

 

SUBJECT VARIABLES 

 

IF THE NEWS ARTICLE HAS NO IMAGE, only fill up POSITION, GENDER and 

FRAME USED. 

 

013. POSITION 

Definition: The government position of the politician in the photo at the time of the news 

publication. VALUES ARE IN HIERARCHY (E.g. if a politician is both a senator and 

a candidate for an election, code 3.) 

Values: 

0 – No Position 

1 – President 

2 – Vice President 

3 – Senator 

4 – Candidate for National Position 

5 – Congressman 

6 – Governor 

7 – Mayor 

8 - Vice Mayor 

9 - Candidate for City or Provincial Positions 

888 – Others  

999 – Not Applicable 

 

 

014. GENDER  

Definition: The assumed gender of the politician. 

Values: 

1 – Male 

2 – Female 

3 – LGBTQ+ 

4 – Cannot be determined 



 

 

 

999 – Not Applicable 

 

 

015. PROMINENCE 

Definition: The relative visibility of the female character in visual representations in 

relation to other characters in the news article. Prominence is the size of the character as 

presented in the headline photo. The size of the female politician character relevant to 

other characters in the photo may signify how relevant the female politician as a character 

is in the news. A character is also prominent if he/she is seemingly “ahead” in the photo, 

signifying emphasis or leadership (E.g. Xi Jinping and Rodrigo Duterte’s famous photo 

where Xi walks ahead. In this case, Xi Jinping is prominent. Therefore, Duterte, as the 

Filipino politician in the photo is code 21 - Not prominent with male, - Duterte - is only 

secondary to Xi. )  

 

Instruction: Code solo if there is only one character in the image. With two characters or 

more, check prominence in relation to other characters in the photo. Audience refers to a 

CROWD OF CIVILIANS listening or watching a common character. Blurred 

characters should be disregarded, unless they’re the crowd. 

 

 

Values: 

 

 

1 – Solo  

 



 

 

 

2 – Prominent with male 

 
If the subject is Leni Robredo 

3 – Prominent with female 

 
If the subject is Poe 

4 – Prominent with all female 

group  

(no example yet) 

5 – Prominent with all male group (no example yet) 

6 – Prominent with mixed group 

 



 

 

 

7 – Prominent with 

crowd/audience 

 

8 - Same prominence but with 

crowd  

 

9 - No prominence   

21 – Not prominent with male 

 
If the subject is Leni Robredo 



 

 

 

31 - Not prominent with female 

 
If the subject is Villar 

999 - NOT APPLICABLE/ No 

Image 

 

 

 

016. ATTIRE       

Definition: The attire that the character is shown wearing in the headline image.         

Instruction: 

 

 0. Cannot be Determined/Face Only 

999.   Not Applicable 

 

1. Business Casual outfits are semi-formal looking clothes but can be seen worn 

casually. This includes long and short sleeve polos, coats for women, skirt, slacks, 

etc. As long as it appears to be something to be worn in the office or a semi-

formal event. 

2. Casual Wear includes clothes that can be casually worn every day. This includes 

t-shirts, maong shorts, etc.  

3. Formal/Occasional Outfit includes fancy dresses, long gowns and suits that are fit 

for formal occasions. Other examples include barong tagalog, gowns, filipiniana, 

suit, etc. 

4. Active wear refers to clothing that is used for specific activities that is usually 

athletic.  

5. Home clothes are those that can be comfortably worn at home. 

6. Uniform/Work clothes are specific set of clothing that signifies a certain position, 

group, or job. This may also include polo shirt or any outfit that specifies an 

office or institution. 

 

017. BODY SHOWN  



 

 

 

Definition: The parts of the body shown in the image. 

Values: 

1 – Head only 

2 – Head to chest 

3 – Half body 

4 – head to knees 

5 – Full body 

6 – Long shot 

999 – Not Applicable 

 

 

018. SETTING  

Definition: Pertains to the location which the photo depicts. 

Instruction:  

 

Generic outdoor locations are literally public spaces set in an open area 

Generic indoor locations are set in enclosed spaces.  

Press are places where a politician entertains questions from journalists or a setting 

where the politician is being interviewed. 

Senate includes rooms where senators and similar politicians join together for a 

session.  

Input Cannot be determined if the image does not give enough clue for the setting to 

be deduced.  

Values: 

1 – Generic outdoor 

2 – Generic indoor 

3 – Press 

4 – Senate 

5 – Cannot be determined 

999 – Not Applicable 

 

 

019. FRAME USED 

Definition: Images of female power are archetypes of how women politicians are 

presented in a headline post.  

 

If the headline post HAS NO IMAGE, fill up the POLITICIANS, POSITION, 

GENDER and FRAME USED for the FEMALE POLITICIAN/s mentioned in the 

headline.  

 

 



 

 

 

If the headline post HAS AN IMAGE BUT NO POLITICIAN, fill up the 

POLITICIANS, POSITION, GENDER and FRAME USED for the FEMALE 

POLITICIAN/s mentioned in the headline.  

 

Instruction: 

 

A Mother image exudes a mother figure who is protective of the family, citizens, or 

nation in a nurturing and caring sense. Code a news article as such if it frames the 

politician as pro-poor. 

The Family woman frame focuses on the woman politician’s being of a housewife, 

and other issues concerning mainly her marital status.  

The Humorless harridan portrays women as very serious, radical, and feisty 

politicians.  

The Hard-line Feminist frame portrays women as someone very avid in fighting for 

women’s rights, gender equality. This may also mean associating the female 

politician too much to gender issues. 

The Ambitious Woman frame portrays women politicians aspire to go for higher 

positions or as someone who is optimistic despite difficult situations (E.g. “X runs 

as a senator for the third time”, or “Y is ready to run as President”). 

The Emotionally Fragile frame women politicians as emotional characters in the 

headline post or if she plays the victim in a certain scenario. 

 The Decorative frame women politicians as individuals who lack in action and 

contribution to society.  

 The Sexual Object emphasize the women’s appearance, clothing, and the like. 

 If the frame does not fall within the frames above, code Others  

 

Values: 

1 – Mother 

2 – Family woman 

3 – Humorless Harridan 

4 – Hard-line Feminist 

5 - Ambitious Woman 

6 – Emotionally Fragile 

7 - Decorative 

8 - Sexual Object 

888 – Others  

999 – Not Applicable 

*** 

 

RECEPTION VARIABLES 



 

 

 

 

020. ENGAGEMENT 

Definition: The number of times people engaged with the post by reacting, commenting, 

and sharing. 

Instructions: Specify the number of engagements as indicated in the screenshot. If the 

number is in thousands, do not simplify with “k” as an indicator for thousands. 

 

021. REACTIONS 

Instructions: Input the top three reactions to the news post. 

Values: 

1 – Like 

2 – Love 

3 – Haha 

4 – Wow 

5 - Sad 

6 – Angry 

 

022. CIVILITY 

Definition: The general civility of the comments section. 

Instructions: Out of the top 10 comments, count the number of civil comments versus the 

uncivil ones.  

Code All Uncivil or All Civil if 10 out of 10 of the comments were uncivil or civil, 

respectively.  

Code Mostly Uncivil if 6-9 of the 10 comments of the comments were uncivil. Code 

Mostly Civil for the opposite.  

 

A comment is civil if it simply states its opinion in a respectful or well-mannered fashion. 

A comment is uncivil if it contains any of the following: 

● aspersion (“mean-spirited or disparaging words directed at an idea, plan, policy, 

or behavior”) 

● name-calling 

● bashing 

● stereotyping 

●  excessive exclamation points (more than 2 used in a sentence/phrase) 

● excessive all-capitalized texts  

● satire  

● sarcasm  

● if it wishes ill on an individual/group 

 

Values: 

-2 - All Uncivil 

-1 - Mostly Uncivil 

0 - Equally Civil and Uncivil 

1 - Mostly Civil 

2 - All  Civil 

***NOTHING FOLLOWS*** 


